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This Is The Deal
Audioarts Engineering manufactures a complete

line of audio consoles for every size radio station and
market.

Like the brand new RD- 12/20 series-the latest
in digital technology. Fully modular with three stereo
busses, analog and digital inputs and outputs and
hot-swappable modules.

Or the R- 17: a modular design in a compact
mainframe with everything you demand in a broadcast
console: muting, tallies, machine control, rackmount
power supply-and more.

I he R-5: 12 inputs channels,
exclusive Simple Phone TM telco interface, full function
tape remote and more-all in an affordable package.

R-60: The # I selling console in the U.S. Fully
modular for any combination of modules, superb audio
performance, LED illuminated switches, dual inputs on
each channel and a wealth of complete features
engineered by the Wheatstone design team.

From on -air to production, we have a console
to fit your needs with no compromise in quality
or performance.

And These Are The Dealers
Broadcast Supply Worldwide Crouse-Kimzey: RF Specialties: Southampton. PA
Tacoma, WA Colorado Springs. CO Concord, CA Phone: 888-260-9298
Phone: 800-426-8434 Phone: 800-257-6233 Phone: 888-737-7321 Fax: 215-322-4585
Fax: 800-231-7055 Fax: 719-392-8879 Fax: 925-687-9991 Email:
Email: info@bswusa.com Email: ledwards@proaudio.com Email: newbro@ix.necom.com harrylarkin@compuserve.com

Broadcasters General Store Lynn. IN Santa Barbara, CA Pittsburgh. PA

Ocala, FL Phone: 877-223-2221 Phone: 800-346-6434 Phone: 724-733-1994

Phone: 352-622-7700 Fax: 765-874-2540 Fax: 805-682-5170 Fax: 724-327-9336

Fax: 352-629-7000 Email: bpike@proaudio.com Email: rfsca@aol.con Email: rfo@ub.net

Email: bgs@atlantic.net Annapolis, MD Valparaiso. FL Amarillo, TX
S.C.M.S. Phone: 800-955-6800 Phone: 800-476-8943 Phone: 888-839-7373

Pineville, NC Fax: 410-754-9999 Fax: 850-729-2744 Fax: 806-373-8036

Phone: 800-438-6040 Email: kkaras@proaudio.com Email: rfoffl@aol.com Email: rfstx@compuserve.com

Fax: 704-889-4540 Fort Worth, TX Kearney. MO Seattle, WA
Email: sales@scmsinc. corn Phone: 800-433-2105 Phone: 800-467-7373 Phone: 800-735-7051

Fax: 972-623-2800 Fax: 8 I 6-628-4508 Fax: 206-937-8544
Email: mbradford@proaudio.com Email: rfmo@sky.net Email: jerryhill@csi.com

Tel: 252-638-7000  Fax: 252-637-1285
E-mail: sales@wheatstone.com

AUDIOARTS' ENGINEERING
A Division of Wheatstone Corporation
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Complete station makeovers.
Employees not included.

Today's radio industry is always changing. Success depends on how your station changes

with it. That's why Harris leads the way in constructing new stations or redesigning

existing ones. We help you through the entire process, from concepting, budgeting and

planning to furniture design and fabrication. We offer pre-packaged or completely -

customized design capabilities, along with the widest selection of analog and digital

products in the industry. Our commitment is to provide a facility that can change as

your needs do. Cost-efficient. Future -proof. Successful. And with Harris, always in style.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

GOVERNMENT

NETWORK SUPPORT

ilwtrelS
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beradio.com
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Web Contents

Currents
News updated daily as it happens

Convention watch
\ lore from Streaming Media West

Weekly e-mail
Have the headlines sent to you via e-
mail each week. Send a message to
beradioeintertec.com.

kl

Digital Media NET
Where the Creative Community Meets

Currents
 Mediatron Opens US Office

 GE -8 Launched Successfully

 Next LPFM Filing Window Announced

 FCC Releases Market Entry Study

 SBE To Add National Frequency Coordinator

 Omnia Names German Distributor

 Arbitron Readies for PPM Test

 CRLJOrban Promotions and Appointments

 Licensing Fees for Radio on the Net

 Streaming Standards Alliance Formed

 FCC Releases Broadcast Station Totals

 Hiwire and IBeam Partner

 Faititght USA Appoints Kerrigan

New products
With links to the manufacturers

Studio Spotlight
\dditional Entercom Buffalo info

January issue
Read it online. Plus, weekly technical
tips, streaming stations, and more.
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3,484 Scott & Computer Concepts client stations in the US

Major Stations in Major Markets
use Scott Studios' Digital Systems
Announcers love Scott Studios' SS32. They can instantly play
any recording, see live copy on -screen, view and easily edit
logs. Scott Studios' intuitive touchscreen provides the sim-
plicity that creative talent demands for their air studio digital
audio!
That's why Mancow at WKQX FM in Chicago, Big Boy at
Hip Hop 106/KPWR FM and Francisco Galves "Pacorro" at
La Ley/KLAX FM in Los Angeles, Jim Zippo at HERO Radio
in Dallas, Hudson and Harrigan at KILT -FM and Grego,
Pruett & The Boner at KLOL FM in Houston, Bob and Erin at
CHFI FM in Toronto and many other major jocks love their
Scott Systems. A major FM in New York City is also installing
their Scott SS32 System soon.
Scott Systems give jocks tons of features they love!
 Easy operation you can't get anywhere else!
 Cart Walls for instant effects, jingles and song requests.
 Last play and next scheduled play dates/times.
 A phone recorder with scrub and waveform editing.
 Pre -record Voice Trax or bits in air studio in context.
 Scott School training of your staff at your station.
 Now playing Title/artist/album cover displays and instant

streaming for your Web site.
 Pre -dubbed custom startup music libraries.
 Time -saving CD rippers that digitally transfer music to

hard drive in seconds per song.
 Optional SS32 Invincible that can not fail audibly!

(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811
8 0 0 7 2 6 8 8 7 7

(800) SCOTT -77

 No -dub instant LAN spot uploads from Sonic Foundry
Vegas multi -track production.

 Uncompressed digital audio at a compressed price.
 Your choice of Novell, NT or Windows networking.
 CAI 5 audio wiring for fast installation.
Scott Studios' unequaled air studio features are why more
U.S. stations use Scott Studios than the number two and
three digital air studio systems combined.
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One of SS32 touchscreens is shown above. The log is at
the left. Instant access Cart Walls are at the right. Visit
scottstudics. corn or call 800 SCOTT 77 for info.

Scat Seadead,
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400

Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
Internet: scottstudios.com
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Viewpoint

One year later

Almost one year after it was initially created, LPFM
has been reduced to a sliver of its original idea.
The matter has raised both strong support and fierce

opposition over the past year. Individuals, large corpora-
tions and community interest groups have voiced their
concerns over the service and the help or harm it will create.
The general idea of diversity on the airwaves is a good

one. The situation we have now, with too many stations
held by too few owners, is the result of the Telecommuni-
cations Act of 1996. Many-especially LPFM supporters-
believe that the consolidation of ownership has resulted
in a greatly reduced variety of entertainment and

information offerings.
Looking back at some of the original

goals of the Act from 1996, it was stated
that reducing the ownership limitations
previously established would stimulate
private investment, promote competi-
tion and protect diversity of viewpoints
and voices among the media. I don't
think that happened. Instead, the fren-
zy of buying and selling has made many
stations money machines to recover the
purchase price. Broadcasting in its true

sense is the only way to maximize revenue potential for
many stations. The niche has been lost.

LPFM was created in part as a reaction to the 1996 Act
and also from the increasing popularity of unlicensed
broadcasters (also called microbroadcasters and pirates).
The FCC did not help matters by eliminating Class D FM
stations. (Isn't it strange that the low power stations
previously classified as Class D were deemed an ineffi-
cient use of spectrum-until LPFM was introduced?)

The LPFM supporters feel that the extra stations will
provide opportunities for additional voices to be heard.
The LPFM opposition does not want to clutter the
existing spectrum with even more signals than were
created with the 80-90 docket. The two sides are
throwing apples at oranges. To provide diversity in an
already crowded situation, don't add more voices, change
those already speaking. I support some of the principles
behind LPFM. In most markets, station formats have been
reduced to homogeneous levels. The station names may
change between borders, but the content is the same.

On the technical side, is third -adjacent protection necessary
today? Is second -adjacent protection necessary? I have
heard arguments on both sides, and to he honest, I don't
know what the answer is or whose test results to believe.

LPFM was pushed through too quickly without sufficient
information to satisfy existing broadcasters. I was never
convinced that LPFM would be able to successfully serve
the niche audiences that were proposed as listening
audiences. We are a highly active and mobile society. To
assume that the targeted audience will always be within
the limited LPFM service contours is not realistic.

The contest over LPFM is as diverse and intense as our last
Presidential election. When I learned of the Radio Preserva-
tion Act being incorporated into the budget legislation, I was
concerned. It does not belong there. The larger legislation
carries some important changes, and it was almost certain
that it would pass, but adding the Radio Preservation Act to
it was a final effort by a dedicated opposition movement.

While all the budget legislation banter was taking place,
I also received information from audio streaming provid-
ers touting their services as an easy alternative to the
LPFM hassle. I think this is a wonderful idea and could be
quite economical for many potential niche broadcasters.
It may not be perfect, but it is an available route.

There is considerable activity in every aspect of media.
Kennard wants broadcasters to spend less time fighting
LPFM and more time embracing digital. I think most
broadcasters are prepared (perhaps reluctantly) to accept
digital when a standard is created. It is the FCC who is
creating obstacles it seems.

I look forward to the nine -market test mandated by the
Radio Preservation Act because it should settle the poten-
tial interference second- and third -adjacent channel issue.
Then again, I guess I shouldn't worry about it too much.
In a few years, no one will remember LPFM anyway. 4

Chriss Scherer, editor
chriss scherer@intertec.com
What do you think the future of LPFM will be? Tell us at
beradio.intertec.com.

READER

f-Mrsajii:
eradio4int

FAX:
ertec.com
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Contract Engineering

Bookkeeping basics
By Mark Krieger, CBT

While it may be an article of faith that broadcast
engineers tend to be analytical, does it follow
that we are naturals when it comes to business

principles? Of course not, because business sense isn't a
sense at all. It is a skillset that has to be learned, refined and
progressively updated. Unfortunately, most broadcast en-
gineers don't have the benefit of a background in business

A contract engineering business must
be run with the same business principles

as any other business.

education. In fact, many of us have
little or no business experience on the

day we first decide to hang up the "for hire" sign.
So just what do we need to know? To get answers, I

spent some time talking with Tom Scheiman, a CPA with
years of experience in small business accounting and tax
issues. Although his observations don't qualify as break-
ing news, his points are emphatic and specific. No matter
what structural form your company takes, be it sole
proprietorship, partnership, or corporation, the essential
ingredients of a successful business are the same with
discipline acting as a recurring theme throughout.

A genuine commitment to establish and run your
business requires the development of a business plan.
Such a plan need not be elaborate, but it has to address
two key areas:

 What is the basic mission or objective of the business,
and what types of products or services will be provided? It
may sound ludicrously simple, but the parameters estab-
lished here will shape the structural form of the business and
the amount of capitalization required. Don't overlook
retirement savings as an important part of this plan.

 Who will keep the books? Again, the answer seems
simple. Most engineers are born record -keepers. Yet, this
trait (or lack thereof) is not the sole determinant in the
accounting equation. As was pointed out earlier, effective
accounting practices are an acquired and refined skill. While
you might save some money on accounting fees up front,
failing to retain professional accounting and tax advice at
the outset could ultimately prove to be very costly. Our
CPA advises that seeing an accountant after making a mess
of the books is as common and counterproductive as seeing
a doctor after experiencing your fast heart attack.

With the second point in mind, let's take a brief
inventory of the basic checklist for small business

bookkeeping, with tax issues and good business
practices as guiding principles. Keep your per-
sonal finances segregated from business finances,

and avoid any temptation to cross the line that
divides them. A separate checking account for the

business is a must. All business income and expen-
ditures should ultimately move through this account,
allowing the checking account record to serve as the
ultimate back-up to any manual or software -based

ledger system. Like so many other fundamentals,
this sounds obvious in theory, but is difficult to
completely enforce on a day-to-day basis.

As an example, let's say that in a hurry you
purchase $4 of hardware for a client project. You pay cash
and get a receipt because it's convenient. Do you remem-
ber to pay that petty cash out of the business account and
record the details of what the materials were used for?

The same thing holds true for a business credit card,
which Scheiman suggests using as sparingly as possible.
The problem with credit cards is that their ease of use
allows budgets and fiscal reality to get tossed out the
window in the heat of the moment. Further complicating
things is that a credit card statement and a pile of receipts
are no substitute for good records of how and for what
purpose the materials or services purchased were ulti-
mately used. Naturally, the card balances must always be
paid with a company check.

On the road
Vehicle use is another area demanding close attention. If

we choose to use our personal vehicle jointly for work, we
need to keep a logbook recording business mileage on a
daily basis. These records will be required in any IRS audit
that might befall us. If we have a separate company
vehicle that is used only for the business, this may simplify

10 BE Radio January 2001 www.beradio.com



AT CCA You HAVE THE POWER! riorr

COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATES. INC. PH:770.964.3530 Fx:770.964.2222

AT CCA YOU CAN REST ASSURED THAT YOU HAVE -HE POWER

OF OUR COMMITMENT TO QUALITY, VALUE AND SUPERIOR SERVICE.

YOU HAVE THE POWER OF HONEST PRICING THAT [S BASED ON OUR

COST TO MANUFACTURE, NOT THE VOLUME OF BUSINESS THAT YOU

DO WITH OUR COMPANY EACH YEAR.

YOU HAVE THE POWER TO CHOOSE YOUR OWN LEVEL OF DISCOUNT.

AT CCA ALL OF OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE THE POWER OF OUR RESPECT.

YOU HAVE THE POWER OF A 3 -YEAR WARRANTY AND 24 -HR SUPPORT.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR CHR:STIAN AND EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS,

GROUNDED GRID FM TRANSMITTERS

SOLID STATE/GROUNDED GRID FM TRANSMITTERS

PLATE MODULATED AM AND SHORT-WAVE TRANSMITTERS

DIGITAL SOLID STATE AM AND SHORT-WAVE TRANSMITTERS

ANTENNAS, TOWERS, TRANSMISSION LINE, INPUT EQUIPMENT,

MONITOR AND CONTROL, LTVATU, GENERATORS AND BUILDINGS

SEE OUR "No HAGGLE" PRICE LIST AT WWW.CCA.WS
Circle (108) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.corn



Contract Engineering
things somewhat, but does not re-
lieve you of the burden of keeping
accurate, detailed records of
vehicle -associated expenses. In tax
terms, the options of taking the high-
er of either the standard IRS per -mile
deduction or actual recorded expense
of vehicle operation are both open.
This can get tricky when a vehicle is
jointly used, so don't run any red lights
on the road or on the books.

Capital expenses, depreciation and
office space can be thorny issues, but
the IRS will allow you to deduct just
under $20,000 annually for the pur-
chase of equipment and tools. The
office deduction issues can get quite
complicated, especially if you work
out of the home. Again, consider qual-
ified professional consultation with
these issues before you come up
against tax deadlines.

Burn Rubber.
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Consider qualified
professional

consultation with
these issues

before you come
up against tax
deadlines.

Likewise, income must be carefully
recorded and managed. When you
receive any funds from a client, sell
parts, or even old equipment, keep
records of all invoices or bills of sale
along with contact information for
the client or purchaser.

Record format
Scheiman offers the following ob-

servation about the business soft-
ware packages that are quite popu-
lar in the trade. While they give a
nice, professional look and great con-
venience to the bookkeeping chores,
they may also lull the user into a false
sense of security. Even the best soft-
ware cannot reach beyond cyber-
space in gathering the facts and in-
formation essential to the success
and legal health of a small business.
The adage "garbage in/garbage out"
applies doubly here.

Bookkeeping basics are the same as
they have been for centuries: Keep
thorough records, seek good counsel
and treat your books with the care and
attention they deserve.

If you are a contract engineer and would
like to provide input to Mark for upcoming
Contract Engineering columns, contact him
directly at mkriegereedrfast.net.

Mark Krieger, BE Radio's consultant on
contract engineering, is based in Cleveland.

Contract Engineering in March:

Business 101 for Engineers
Circle (109) on Pee Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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"Our web clients rely on us to deliver
the highest quality streaming audio.

That's why we chose the Aphex 2020. "

Andrew Rosenberg - ['rector of Studio Engin
John Patti - Diroctpr o' Audio/Video

Casey Fuller - Assistant Audio
Westw nd IVIEdia.com -Deny

Westwind Media.com is a leading digita audio provider
fcr Internet communities such as Lycos, iVillage.com, Fidelity
nvestments, TheStreet.ccm and PeopleWeb. These clients demand
the best, and Westwind's audio engineering department ensures that
'evel of performance...even on connections as slow as a 28.8 dial up!

"We've tested other processors and nothing comes close to the
:onsistently high audio quality and loudness of the 2020".

The Aphex 2020 is a digitally controlled analog processor that is
:onfigurable as the high quality, cost-effective, cne box solution for
:M, Satellite Uplink, Mastering and Webcasting.

"It was no suprise to us that the number one

FM station in town also uses the 2020 -

it's the best sounding processor

on the a r and on the 'Neb."

FOR THE FINEST PROCESSING FOR FM, SATELLITE UPLINK, MASTERING AND WEBCASTING

CALL APHEX TODAY OR VISIT WWW.APHEX.COM TO SCHEDULE A DEMO

APHEX Improving the way the world sounds
110E8 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 J.S.ASYSTEMS 818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.cori
Circle (110) 311 Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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EiCasting
How to stream
By Chuck Leavens

As the Internet continues to play a larger and larger
role in our lives, the role of the radio station must
change to suit the times. With the introduction of

audio streaming, listeners can access stations around the
world. For a minimal investment, we can grab those
listeners. Radio can take advantage of this new medium
with two types of streams: static and live.

Static streaming takes a pre-recorded sound file and
delivers it on demand. The file is recorded, then encoded
and archived on the server hard drive. Good examples
are demos, feature length programs or archived pro-
grams. This type of streaming does not require the use
of a dedicated audio stream server. It can be streamed

Signal Path if Serving On -Site

An audio stream can be served in-house or through a streaming services pro

right off of your Web server to the client player. Some
players begin playing the file before it is done download-
ing (quicicstart), which is helpful for large sound files.
Static streaming is supported by a variety of common
audio file formats including .WAV, RealAudio, Quicktime,
.WMP and .MP3.

Live streaming is a continuous audio feed that is always
being encoded and delivered. The transmission side of a
live streaming setup requires two main pieces of equip-
ment: the encoder, which converts the audio signal to the
delivery format, and the server, which accepts the single
stream from the encoder and distributes it to the end
user's client software.

Choosing a system
There are a g' ing number of streaming systems

competing for dominance in the marketplace. Choose a
system that compliments your audio and has players for
every possible combination of hardware. Any system you
choose will sound good at high bandwidth, but the trick is
to choose a system that sounds good for low -speed users.
It may pay to optimize your audio stream to the lowest
common denominator.

Once a system has been chosen, decide how your

vider.

stream willwill get onto the Net. There are a variety of ways
in which to stream live audio.

1) Encode the audio at your facility and send the output
of the encoder to a streaming provider. This is usually
done with an encoding computer at your facility and a
fixed Net connection - either a DSL or fractional T-1 to
the provider. If you send your stream to a provider via
DSL, remember that Net congestion and outages can
affect streaming to all of your users. Some streaming
providers insert advertising or picture clips in the player
before the audio plays. Read your agreement carefully to
be sure any ad insertions are appropriate for your station.

2) Encode the audio at your facility and send the output
of the encoder to an in-
house server. This requires
at least a full T-1 access to
the Internet. Top level ac-
cess, providers that give
direct access to the Inter-
net backbone, is available
through carriers such as
UUnet, Verio, Digex, AT&T
CERFnet and Exodus.

3) The third choice is to
send your audio to a facility or ISP and have them handle
the whole thing. This was the most common way to
stream in the beginning. In many cases, a tuner was
placed at the ISP and streamed directly to the Net. This
method is the simplest, but a tuner feed of your air signal
is usually a disaster unless you have a classical station with
little to no processing on -air. Limiter by-products that are
of little consequence to the air signal wreak havoc with
the encoder. The extra harmonics and information cause
distortion and noise in the decoded audio stream.

Nuts and bolts
Let's go through an on -site streaming system with

Apple's Quicktime, and RealNetworks' Real Audio 5.0
and G2. These are the three systems we serve at WDUQ.

Prepare the audio with proper processing and equaliza-
tion. Processing for the Net is different than processing
for on air. Avoid traditional air -chain limiting and process-
ing because heavy limiting does not work well with the
encoder algorithm. Equalization ahead of the AGC is
important, not to change frequency response, but rather
to remove the frequencies that the encoder cannot pass.
By placing the EQ ahead of the AGC, the AGC will not
react to the frequencies that will not be heard anyway

14 BE Radio January 2001 www.beradio.com
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just like adjusting air
chain processing
while listening care-
fully off air. There
can be a consider -
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The RealAudio encoderscreen showsthe
current settings.

able delay between the
encoder input and audio
decoder output, so take
your time with adjust-
ments. Many new pro-
cessors are designed just
for Internet encoding and
have the settings and
processing power needed for

The bit -rate speed is set at the encoder. Setting the speed
too high will prevent modem users from receiving your
stream. Setting it too low degrades audio quality. While
cable modems and DSL are becoming more popular, a
typical radio station will serve most of its users by POTS
modem. Most of these users are still connecting at 28.8- to
33kb/s despite the availability of 56k modems. Some
encoders, such as RealAudio's G2, are able to provide both
higher speeds to users who can handle it and lower speeds
to modem users. This is a great advance for streaming and

really helps give von better choices.
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The Sorenson Broadcaster used with the 0 Design
PRO codec at WHO

clean streaming.

up an encoder
PCs and Macs work well as encoders. PCs should have a

fast, modem CPU (Pentium class and at least 128MB RAM),
a good sound card and network interface card (MC). Older
PowerPC Macs work well (128MB RAM and 100MHz
PowerPC minimum). We encode on leftover Macintosh
8100s. Since Macs have very good on -board audio, a
separate sound card is not needed. We use RealProducer
software for our RealAudio streams and Sorenson Broadcast-
er with a Q Design PRO codec for our Quicktime streams.

Setting up the server
You have a choice of several server

platforms. We chose UNIX because it is a
mature, reliable and well -established
operating system. I obtained a refurbished
Sun Microsystems workstation for $50 and
went to work. I was amazed to see how
the older, smaller and slower 50MHz UNIX
machine could handle the Real 5 server
without being overtaxed. We later up-
graded to a larger multiple processor, a
Sun SparcServer1000E. We also added the
Quicktime server and Realaudio G2. One

workstation runs all three by setting the input and output
control to different ports for each service.

I recommend downloading the free versions of the
server software to determine your needs and get a sense
of how many users you will have. RealNetworks
offers a free 25 -user G2 server, and Apple offers a free
1,000 -user Quicktime server. Buying a streaming server
license based on concurrent users may not be wise
because it may be overkill. It does not take much traffic
to saturate a T-1.

Chuck Leavens is director of engineering of WDUQ-FM,
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh.
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Engineering

Parasitic radiators
By John Battison, P.E., CPBE, technical editor, RF

In the October 2000 issue of BE Radio, this column
discussed parasitics and touched on several aspects
of parasitic reradiation that are of concern to radio

engineers. I mentioned reradiation from power line
towers, undesired parasitic reradiation from towers that
were part of an array and briefly discussed desired
reradiation from parasitic towers.
This month, I will look at the theory
of controlled parasitic reradiators and
possible directional arrays using par-
asitic elements.

When a vertical conductor is placed
in an RF field, a current will be
developed in it. The magnitude
depends on the length of the con-
ductor. As the conductor length ap-
proaches the resonant length, the
induced current increases. Because
there is current flow, a voltage will
be induced and small I2R losses will
occur, which can cause heating in
some cases. The remainder of the induced power is
reradiated at a different phase from the original signal
from the driven tower.

We already know the unfortunate, and sometimes
unexpected, effects produced by cell and similar towers
on operating directional antenna systems. However, we
can turn this reradiation effect to our own use in some
limited cases.

A simple parasitic array
The difference between a driven and a parasitic tower is

that there is no connection between the transmitter and the

FEATURE

COST

DRIVEN VERSUS PARASITIC
ARRAY CHARACTERISTICS

Para Driven Array

One ATU and one
transmission line; No
phasor; could use one
grounded tower.

Phasor required, two
more ATUs required an
more equipment required,
also two base insulated
t( \ I

SYSTEM I Very little adjustment

PATTERN

Wide phasor control of
phase and ratios

Few patterns, broad
lobes and poorly
formed nulls

Many patterns

antenna, and the only power that it radiates is that which is
induced in it by the surrounding RF field. But if no critical
constraints are placed on the system, and it is properly
designed and adjusted, there appears to be no reason why
such an array should not be used for limited purposes. If a
simple pattern resembling a figure eight or a broad sup-

pressed radiation direction is
required, it is prkssible that a
parasitic radiator will meet the
coverage requirements. Un-
fortunately, no one has a li-
censed parasitic array in use in
the US at this time.

When a single vertical radi-
ator is fed with RF, it normally
radiates more or less uniform-
ly in a circular pattern, unless
there is a reradiating conduc-
tor in its field. In the driven
directional -antenna system
one or more driven radiators

combine vectors to produce the desired pattern.
In some instances, the driven element is used to draw

power from the array and reinsert it into the total radiated
power. These negative towers exhibit a negative resis-
tance when measured in an operating array. But they
exhibit normal positive resistance characteristics when
measured as individual nonenergized towers.

In this discussion, we'll assume the use of a 90 degree
base insulated tower because it simplifies calculations. If
a similar, but grounded tower is placed about a quarter
wavelength away in any direction, a radiation increase in
that direction will occur. There will also be a decrease in
radiation in various other directions. The pattern shape
produced depends on several factors. With a grounded
tower located as described above, patterns similar to
those in Figure 2 will be produced.

If the shape requirements of the area to be covered are
not too complicated, it is possible to produce a usable
pattern to cover a desired area. Very deep nulls cannot
be obtained, and the range of possible patterns is quite
restricted. Nevertheless, for international broadcasting
organizations operating in countries that do not have the
high broadcast engineering standards imposed by the
FCC, parasitic arrays could be very acceptable.
A typical installation can be derived by locating the

parasitic tower on the side of the driven tower towards
the desired covered area and properly matching the

Transmitter

Figure 1. A typical two -tower array with an insulated
parasitic radiator.
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RF Engineering
driven tower base impedance to the
transmission line with a TEE or L
network. Figure 2 shows the ground
layout of such a station.

Such an antenna system would be
quite economical. No expensive pha-
sor is required, nor is a coaxial RF drive
transmission line to the second tower,
and maintenance requirements on
ATU equipment are reduced.

In actual construction a few specific
changes should be made. For in-
stance, an insulated base tower slight-
ly shorter than 90° would normally
be used. In such an array design,
limited pattern adjustment is easier if
the height of the grounded par-
asitic tower, somewhere around
85 degrees, has approximately
zero reactance at the carrier
frequency. It should be noted
that, although the parasitic tow-
er is said to be ungrounded, it is
actually grounded through a
phasing reactor.
A simple tuned circuit at the

base of the parasitic tower
makes limited pattern adjust-
ment easier and smoother. When
the base operating impedance
of the driven tower is deter-
mined, the pattern can be ad-
justed and simple pattern shape
adjustments made.

Once the tower characteristics
are known, the pattern can be
calculated using vector addition
and, within certain limits, can be
adjusted as desired. It simplifies calcu-
lations if a driven tower base current
of 1 amp is used with zero phase
angle, and parasitic tower current will
depend on self impedance and dis-
tance from the driver tower. Great
care is required when planning and
constructing a parasitic array because
when an array is built it sometimes
differs a little from the original theo-
retical plan. If a major mistake is made
in construction or design, there is not
much leeway for adjustment with a
parasitic array.

two tower array can be built without
a phasor using only the phase differ-
ences produced by the varying trans-
mission line lengths. I recall one such
system operating at 1.4MW using
the different line lengths and a tap
down the transmitter output to ob-
tain a simple semi-cardioid pattern.
The administration operating the sys-
tem did not require a proof such as
the one required by the FCC. Suffi-
cient field strength measurements at
specified locations to prove cover-
age were all that was required to
satisfy the client. Skywave radiation
was not considered.

Figure 2. Possible parasitic patterns. a) Quarter -
wave spaced single parasitic. b) Two parasitic
radiators quarter -wave spaced from antenna. c)
Three parasitic radiators quarter -wave spaced
from driven antenna

It becomes immediately apparent
that there was no means of adjusting
the pattern as operating values
changed. But the original specification
did not require any tight pattern con-
trol. However, it was blown up before
such matters required attention.
The technique of controlling un-

wanted reradiation within antenna
fields draws quite heavily upon par-
asitic radiator and coaxial line theo-
ry. A future column will deal with
detuning parasitic radiators, and it
will be seen that the electrical char-
acteristics of open and shorted co-
axial lines play a large part in such
operations.

Directional antenna systems
Must engineers have become ac-

customed to seeing phasors in direc-
tional antenna systems. An operating E-mail John at: batcom@bright.net.
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Networks

About wireless WANs
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Wireless LANs have been around for a few years,
but a lack of standards required that only
components from the same manufacturer could

be used. Today, we have two standards, Wi-Fi and Home RF,
a third standard, Bluetooth, is expected to hit the market
in early 2002. In order to understand this technology
better, let's discuss the fundamentals behind it.

In 1997, a standard, known as IEEE 802.11,
for wireless LANs (WLANs) that defined both the phys-
ical and the IEEE -approved Media Access Control (MAC)
layer (part of the Data -Link Layer) was approved. This

was recently updated
to 802.11h

Wireless LANs provide network connectivity with-
out wires.

802.11b Basic
Theory

The Data -Link layer,
comprised of the MAC
and Logical Link Con-
trol (LLC) sub -layers,
is responsible for pack-
aging data for trans-
mission and error
checking. The LLC en-
sures the integrity of
the data sent, while
the MAC layer moni-
tors and controls how
the data accesses the
transmission medium.

In a traditional wired -Ethernet environment, data packets
from each attached device are randomly transmitted and, in
the event two devices transmit simultaneously, the devices
will wait and retransmit until successful. In this scheme, the
devices detect the collision and provide a means to get the
data across reliably. This protocol is called Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with Collision Detection or CSMA/CD. In
a wireless environment, the process would get a little
more difficult, since we're dealing with a radio system,
and it would be impractical for all radios in a network to
be transmitting at the same time. The creators of the
standard felt the price of the radios would be too high if
all the radios worked on different frequencies in full -
duplex mode. In addition, there could be some physical
limitations to the amount of nodes a wireless network can
handle in a point-to-multipoint network.

The 802.11b standard pertains to radios operating in half -
duplex mode (the radio is either transmitting or receiving.)
The transmission protocol used is called CSMA/CA; the CA

in this case stands for Collision Avoidance. 802.11b uses
this protocol to create a wireless network that can trans-
port data between other wireless and wired devices on a
network. Here is how it works: a wireless station (device)
intending to transmit sends a Request to Send (RTS) data
packet over the network during a quiet time on the
network. The RTS consists of a data packet containing
source and destination addresses and length of transmis-
sion. The destination device responds with a Clear to Send
(CTS), informing the originating station that it exists and is
ready to receive data. Other stations listening on the
network set a Network Allocation Vector (NAV) that tells
them to remain quiet until the transmission is complete.
This is also called Virtual -Carrier Sensing.

The radio systems
Another point to consider with the implementation of

WLANs is the need to make sure the data is transmitted
and received reliably under such conditions as weak
signals, noise and interference. Perhaps of even greater
concern is the ability of a potential hacker to read
network traffic without being physically attached to a
cable. The simple and economical solution is to use the
spread spectrum modulation scheme developed by
actress Hedy Lamarr. This solution has provided secure
communication for government and military applica-
tions since World War II. There are two specific types of
spread -spectrum methods defined by the IEEE: Direct
Sequence (DSSS) and Frequency Hopping (FHSS). DSSS
spreads a signal over a range of frequencies using a signal
rate of 1 or 2Mb/s. FHSS breaks the signal into smaller
(shorter) packets and sends each burst sequentially over
different frequencies. FHSS tends to be more spectrum
efficient, although DSSS systems are superior with weak
signals and have more noise immunity than FHSS. It

should be mentioned that the 802.11b standard also
supports optical media, such as the infrared port. These
systems typically operate on the unlicensed 2.4 to 2.48GHz
Industrial Medical Scientific (ISM) band, although future
systems will operate in the 5GHz band.

Configuration
Simple WLANs consist of an Access Point (AP) and a

wireless MC (client adapter.) The access point has three
primary functions: 1) Communicates with other wireless
devices. 2) Manages the wireless communications process
3) Acts as a router, routing data to the wireless network from
the wired network and vice versa.

Since access points are, in most cases, limited to only a few
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Networks
hundred feet of useful range, it is

customary to install several APs in large

areas designed to serve wireless cli-
ents. Most access points contain an
internal antenna; however, many pro-
vide for an external antenna.

The Virtual carrier Sensing men-
tioned above is part of a mechanism
called the Basic Service Set (BSS).
Among other functions, the BSS al-
lows wireless clients to roam be-
tween different access points with-
out interruption to service. The fea-

ture can also be config-
ured to limit access for
certain clients to spe-
cific APs, i.e. the num-
ber of physical loca-
tions or the number of
users on a given AP.
This is implemented by
permitting a unique ID
to be programmed into
each wireless MC, sim-
ilar to the ESN number
used in your mobile phone.

SATELLITE READY
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Sonic Excellence

Access points are typically limited in
useful range. Several APs may

be needed in large areas.

Some manufacturers pro-
vide access points that
can be used with high -
gain external antennas
that claim useable distanc-

es of several miles.
Most currently available

WLANs operate with a
signal rate of approxi-
mately 1 1Mb/s. This
shouldn't be confused
with actual data through-
put. Similar to that of wired

Ethernet, the actual data
throughput of these devices is an area
of debate in many circles. Manufactur-
ers claim data rates in excess of 6Mb/
s; my experience is that the speed of
wireless systems tend to operate slightly

slower than a properly configured
10baseT network (1.5Mb/s). The rea-
son that it operates slower is due to the
additional payload added to the trans-
mitted frames containing the CSMA/
CA protocol data, and the delay of the
signal due to free -space RF character-
istics and multipath. Keep in mind
that performance will decrease as
the number of users and amount of
traffic increases.

One of the problems with compar-
ing the speed of an Ethernet network
to that of a dedicated bandwidth trans-
mission method, such as a T1, is that
the Ethernet network can only be
measured by an average over time,
since the data passing through it is

sent in bursts. Depending on the type
of data passed, that average could
vary greatly. Some manufacturers also
use aggressive data compression tech-
niques, which yield up to a 3 -to -1 data
transfer boost. The problem is that
most data is already stored in a com-
pressed format, thus nullifying any
advantage of further compression.

Next month we'll look closer at the
standards and some applications. I

Kevin McNamara, BE Radio's consultant
on computer technology, is president of
Applied Wireless Inc., New Market, MD.

All of the Networks articles have been
approved by the SBE Certification Commit-
tee as suitable study material that may
assist your preparation for the SBE Certi-
fied Broadcast Networking Technologist
exam. Contact the SBE at (317) 253-1640
or go to www.sbe.org for more information
on SBE Certification.
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FCC Update

Frequently asked auction questions
By Harry Martin

The FCC has begun the process of awarding 359 FM
radio station licenses at open auction. Here is a list
of frequently -asked questions, and their answers,

about the upcoming FM auction:
When and how long is the auction? The auction will

begin on February 21, 2001. The length of the auction is
dependent upon how much participants are willing to bid.
The longest FCC auction lasted more than four months
and comprised 276 rounds of bidding.

How is the auction conducted? Participants log into the
FCC's dedicated electronic auction system to place bids,
review opponents' bids and receive FCC notifications.
How do I become qualified to bid in an auction? To

participate in the FM auction, an electronic short form
application (Form 175) must be filed in January and a
refundable upfront payment (earnest money) must be
wired to the FCC.

What is in the application to participate? Form 175
requires general name and address information and
detailed ownership and affiliate information. The appli-
cation provides the opportunity for a bidder to designate
what construction permits are targeted and provides the
opportunity to request a new entrant bidding credit.

What is a new entrant credit? Bidders who have no
attributable interests in mass communications will receive
a 35% discount and entrants with no more than three mass
media facilities, provided they are outside the area of the
proposed station, will receive a 25% discount. The bidding
credit is applied at the end of the auction. There are no
special bidding credits for minorities.

Must a bidder have engineering completed? While the
FCC requires a bidder to certify that it is technically
qualified, no further engineering is requested in Form 175.
However, the FCC will not refund a bidder's money if the
bidder later discovers that zoning of FAA problems have
a negative impact on the allocation won.

Once qualified, in what markets may I bid? Bidders will
be permitted to bid based upon the amount of bidding
eligibility they have purchased. The purchase of bidding
eligibility is achieved through the upfront payment and is
fully refundable if no penalties are assessed and no
licenses are won. Each market will have a bidding unit
value that will remain unchanged throughout the auction.

What is the correct amount of eligibility to purchase?
The amount of upfront payment is a matter of discretion.
For example, assume only three markets exist, Market A
worth 3 bidding credits, Market B worth 2 credits and Market
C worth 1 credit. To participate in all three markets, a bidder

would (1) have to designate all three markets on the Form
175 application and (2) have to deposit an upfront pay-
ment of $6. However, if a bidder knew that it could only
afford Market A alone or a Markets B/C combination, it
could opt to deposit only $3 (A-3 or, alternatively, B+C 3).

Using the latter scenario ultimately denies the bidder the
opportunity to bid on all three markets simultaneously.

How will the FCC auction all 359 licenses? The FCC is
using a simultaneous multiple round format for the auction.
As such, and to follow the example of the previous
question, Round 1 would require bids on Markets A, B & C
during the same designated time period. If a bidder had only
purchased limited eligibility, it would be limited to markets
for which it had adequate bidding credit. Again, in the
example, with only a $3 credit, a bidder would be limited
to bidding on A or a B/C combination. In a subsequent
round, should a bidder be knocked out of A, it will still have
the eligibility (3 units) to operate in the B/C market (2 + 1).

Will a bidder know who its competitors will be? After all
bidders file Form 175, the FCC will release a list of all
bidders and the markets they have designated.

May a bidder contact a competitor and settle? On the
date of Form 175, anti -collusion rules apply. The anti-
collusion rules prohibit competing bidders from contacting
one another, and the FCC has been strict in enforcing this
rule, issuing sizable penalties for violations. A winner found
violating the rule will be disqualified from obtaining a
construction permit and will lose at least the bid deposit.

How does a winning bidder obtain the license? At the
close of the auction, a winning bidder will have to submit
a full FCC Form 301. Once the application has been
reviewed and deemed grantable, the remainder of the
winning bid must be paid, at which point the construction
permit will he issued.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher. Heald & Hildreth. PLC.,
Arlington. VA. E-mail martin@lhh-telcomlaw.com.

Dateline
Unless the new EEO rules are invalidated by the D.C.
ircuit Coin of Appeals, stations in the following states

will be required to place their Annual EEO Public File
Reports in their public files and on their websites on or

fore February 1, 2000: Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Nebraska, New jersey, NewYork and Okla-
homa. Biennial ownership reports will be due for the

me states hlso on Fehrua 1.
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Introducing
the Cash
miracle diet.

Lose three h utes
in an hour!

Gone are the days of hunt -and -cut editing, warbling time com-
pression, and sped -up chipmunk audio. Now overstuffed,
overtime audio productions can be reduced through a real-
time, undetectable process that can cut up to one minute of
audio from every twenty without reducing program content.

The Cash audio time machine from Prime Image is a fully
digital,easy-to-operate device that utilizes a patented system of
random "micro -edits" to reduce the length of any production,
whether voices, sound effects, or music. And Cash works auto-
matically, in one pass, with no additional processing. Simply
enter the amount of time you want to lose and the period of
time over which to lose it. Then push the start button and find

something more important to do. Like kicking back and enjoy-
ing a cup of coffee-but, in the interest of your waistline, take a
pass on the donuts.

For specifications, information, or orders contact Prime Image:
www.primeimageinc.com
408-867-6519 Prime

The Digital Video People
Tel (408) 867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294

www.primeimageinc.com
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Studio photo by John Farrell,
courtesy of Meridian Design Associates.
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The move to a

digital facility
involves a mix of
traditional ideas
and innovative

methods.
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DIGITAL FAC LIT
By Ron Bartlebaugh

GENERAL

"Throw out the patch bays, and cut
all the copper wire! Now may

not be time for that-or is it? The days
of planning a facility based around a
lot of copper wire, punch blocks,
patch trays, and intense lalxir may he
over for many engineers. Planning a
facility using the latest digital advanc-
es provides many advantages. The
use of CATS or fiber cable wish digital
audio and control signals meets the
requirements for iexibility aid func-
tionality in today's progressive broad-
cast facilities. The use of LAN and
WAN network technologies are the
logical choice for operators who need
to share audio and data among mul-
tiple stations in various markets Us-
ing digital technology within the fa -
ditty environment can dramatical y
improve efficiency of production.
Stations can now effectively and effi-
ciently operate in a live, live -assist, orr
automated mode as well as integrate
the tasks of schedoling, billing, news
capture, and aud:o delivery using
digital technology.
Talk shows can be simplified by

using one of the many digital phone
systems now available. This is an
important area for those designing
facilities for talk radio formats. Within

some systems, 12 callers or more can
be routed to two digital hybrids.
High -quality audio can now be trans-
mitted over a normal POTS line by
using digital codecs.
The use of digital technology for

voice tracking can save time and
money. A typical four h:Jur show can
usually he voice tracked within 30 to
60 minutes. Digital technology can
provide seamless integration with
traffic and music systems as well as
news capturing and text manage-
ment for talent. Digital automation
systems effectively and efficiently
provide programming to many audi-
ences througt-out the country. WAN -
casting enables you to t:ansfer large
amounts of digital data over a wide
area. Digital systems can provide
enhanced system security via the
issuance of multi -level user pass-
words. User interfaces are becoming
increasingly friendly.

Digital combines the best features

` t .ftlim

'
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and technology into a facility. The
digital technology has become a rap-
idly emerging science that is in the
process of evolving broadcast indus-
try requirements. With so many possi-
bilities, new facility plans can begin in

a very different way.

Flatscreens save a
considerable amount of space
in a studio.

A new approach
E\ cry taci10 designer must seek an

easy and orderly transition to digital
with the goal of implementing prov-
en solutions
for audio
and data delivery to sat-
ellite links, multiple
transmitters, multiple stream
webcasting, and other destina-
tions. The selection of network
architecture, hardware, and ap-
plication software is critical to
the success of any broadcast
facility. Digital technology pro-
vides for a new perspective on
networking au-
dio for broadcast
and a new design paradigm tot
the facilities planner.

A few popular digital audi(
mixing console (control sur-
face) manufacturers, either on
their own or in cooperation with a
router manufacturer, offer facility -
wide audio, logic, and associated
programming routing functions via
control integrated into the console
or adjacent PC. It is now possible to
connect any source, regardless of
location and audio type, to any

console input via router controls
integrated into the console, thus
eliminating the need for analog
patchbays and digital audio distri-
bution amplifiers.
The router provides a central point

for all input and output wiring. Think
of the router as an electronic patch

bay with ca-
pabilities

ranging from
32in/32out up
to 256in/256out
or more. An LCD
display con-
tained within
each console in-

put module dis-
plays the source
of choice. Some

manufac-
turers inte-

grate system -wide logic command
and control to or from any device
connected anywhere in the system in
a logic follow source/destination con-
figuration within their router control.
GPI units, in some cases, can be
located anywhere within the facility,
and a common GPI unit can be shared

by multiple channels. In-
dividual channel settings

for all audio set-
tings and logic
commands can
be saved and
recalled in an in
stant, including
mix -minus set
ups.

As an added bo-
nus to our pending
digital future, pro-
gram -associ-
ated data,

such as that which may be used in
digital radio, as well as the program -
associated data used for webcasting,
can also follow the router assign-
ments in some consoles. Routing func-
tions may be automated via logic
command salvos or time -of -day com-
mands.

More and more console inputs are
now capable of audio format con-
version, both on the inputs and
outputs, thus eliminating the ex-
pense of external format converters
and the artifacts caused by over -
sampling of audio. Other console
manufacturers use a daughter board
on each console input to convert
from analog to digital. Look for au-
tomatic sample rate sampling and
conversion in the consoles as well,
which eliminates the need for some-
what expensive sample -rate convert-
ers. Some digital signal processing
(DSP) console input modules are
capable of dynamics control such as
equalization, gating, limiting, duck-
ing, compression, and expansion,
thus eliminating the requirement for
external processing units. A large
number of mix -minus sends are also
available on a few digital consoles.

Traditional VU meters are
not as effective as PPM

and peak -reading meters
for digital audio. Pho-
tos courtesy of Wheat-
stone and Soundcraft.
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STUDER

Studer Creates Radio Broadcasting Solution

High quality for small budgets
Studer's legendary precision enpeering is now available to radio

professionals in a compact and inexpensive digital package.

The On -Air 1000 is a 10 -fader digital console with a large graphical

user interface and intuitive ergonomics. Sharing the same operating

philosophy and impressive feature set tFat has made the On -Air 2000 so

successful, the On -Air 1000 integrates seamlessly with radio automation

Over the last 50 years, Studer's name Studer systems such as Studer's DigiMedia to provide the complete broadcast
Americahas become synonymous with reliability. Northsolution.

Thousands of radio broadcasters all
Main Office:

over the world put their trust and Toronto. Ontario M3B 1M3

their professional reputations in our Phone +1 416 510-1347

Fax +1 416 510-1294
hands. Because our technology e!..111 .2'22 - -eMail studer @ mall.studer.ca

will not let them down.
z

'i!P_IiP-Pli1M.

Because it is by Studer. www.studer.ch
The new Studer On -An 1000 Digital Broadcasting Console

Studer Headquarters. Switzerland Al 1810 75 11 / Dire« Subsidiaries Austria +43 I 865 16 76 0 / France +33 1 45 14 47 BO / Germany +49 611 7 77 011-0 / UK +44 108 933 67 19 / japan +31 3 34 60 22 11 / Singapore +65 115 51 IS

Sales Offices: New York +1 917 439-5824 Nashville +1 615 300-4827 Los Angeles +I 818 841-4600
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1 he use of flatscreen monitors is
becoming more popular due to their
smaller overall size. Some digital au-
dio console manufacturers now offer
flatscreen integration with their con-
sole designs. Fully redundant system
power supplies, as well as a redun-
dant digital audio sync source with

selectable clock rates,

should be considered standard equip-
ment in an all -digital facility.

Getting connected
ATM technology can be used for

connectivity in some larger facilities,
or between multiple facilities through-

out the country. However, the
most popular methods of con-

necting net-
worked control

surfaces together is the use of a
CAT5/RJ-45 LAN, via fiber us-

ing RS -422, RS -232, Ether-

net, or other proprietary
technologies. The audio

media is typically
transmitted

over

By swapping a module, many newer con-
soles can convert their input and output struc-
tures to support analog or digital signals.
Photo courtesy of Harris.

the fi-
ber channel while the con-
trol circuits are transmitted

via the CAT5/RJ-45 LAN. The use of
CATS and fiber cable eliminates the
need for a lot of audio and control
wire, which greatly minimizes docu-
mentation requirements. Shielding, line
loss, and ground loop problems can
also be eliminated when using digital
technology.

Some fiber -based systems that use
62.5x125 standard fiber with ST con-
nectors can be interconnected at
distances of 10,000 feet or greater,
making it an ideal transmission me-
dium for group -owned multiple sta-
tions located within a common city.
Fiber cable is also highly tolerant to
heat and insensitive to electromag-
netic and electrostatic fields. Fur-
ther cost savings may be realized via
the use of CATS or fiber cable be-
cause of their reduced conduit re-
quirement, greatly reduced costs
for analog termination hardware
(such as audio connectors and
punch blocks), and lower labor costs
due to increased installation effi-
ciency. Future rooms can easily be

What is to become
of those who wait

to go digital? igia
Going digital

means
going Prophet.

Now, targeted ad insertion and Internet streaming from a name you've trusted for over a decade ...
Prophet Systems Innovations. Create new revenue opportunities for your clients with targeted Internet
only ads. Introducing- StreamCast

Internet Radio

Strom

NexGen
 DM KeRMi IMO
Broadcast

CD/Extractor im.4.-41rAudioFomrtrrrarmat WAcirtgcl inrg jicasn VoiceTRAC

Audio Format Converter T" - Quickly and easily convert audio files for NexGen Digital TM
Broadcast. Compress audio files from PCM to MPEG 1, layer 2. Configurable compression
level, normalization, silence trimming, and system settings.

Crystal Bann" -Archiving audio just got easier. Crystal Ball archives audio from as many
as four stations to one computer, using Digital Audio Tapes (DAT).
Integrated Editors - Enhanced interfaces allow you to integrate SAW Pro, Cool Edit and
Orban editors, automatically converting the data for use in NexGen Digital TM Broadcast.

CD/Extractorn' - Build music libraries easily. Multiple CD-ROM drive support, improved
extraction speed, enhanced CDDB Internet access, comprehensive track editor and
expanded configuration options.

VoiceTRACT" - Record a four hour shift in under an hour that sounds live and local!
WANcastingn" - Transfer data across systems and stations via NexGen

Broadcast.

C Stan

PROPHET SYSTEMSonnovations
877/774-1010
www.prophetsys.com

Prophet Systems Innovations, setting the standards for digital automation in the broadcast industry.
Circle (121) on Free Into Card or go to www.berad o.com
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added to a LAN -based system using
CATS or fiber cable by simply in-
stalling the required number of ca-
bles from the existing system to the
new room. Be sure to use AES-3
cable for all digital audio paths to
and from digital sources and desti-
nations. Be sure to test each cable,
end to end, and keep the test data
for future reference as needed.

A facility sync generator is a neces-
,iry for most installations unless the

purchased system
provides its own
digital sync timing
source, which
some do. The
proper use of the
sync generator will
eliminate audible
pops and clicks from mixing unsyn-
chronized digital sources. It will also
eliminate timing errors from daisy
chaining word clock signals through

A facility sync generator is a
necessity for most

installations unless the
purchased system provides its

own digital sync timing
source, which some do.

Phone

The best
sounding,

most reliable
digital audio
systems use

Digigram

sound cards.

Does yours?

EDig yarn
Digigram Inc. 2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1004 Arlington, Virginia 22201

1.703.875.9100  Fax: +1.703.875.9161  E-mail: input@digigram.com  Web.www.digigram.com

equipment, and it will lock multiple
digital sources to one accurate and
stable clock.

User-friendly software will ensure
ease of operation in all types of
broadcast environments. Back-up of
all software is very important. Some
digital audio equipment manufactur-
ers now offer sophisticated software
that continuously monitors their op-
erating system and displays fault
messages on the screen in the event
of a malfunction. Remember, the eas-
ier the software is to use, the greater
ease you will have in training station
personnel on its use.

Handling digital
Digital audio meters and processors

are also an area for consideration
when designing an all -digital facility.
The meters need to indicate digital
domain metering via full-scale digital
peak plus VU and/or PPM for overall
best accuracy. Digital audio proces-
sors, such as those used for STL pre-
processing, SCA processing, satellite
uplink audio, and Internet feeds, need
to have AES-3 input and outputs
with, preferably, no internal conver-
sions. An STL system with an AES
input and output is also highly desir-
able, as is an FM exciter with an AES
digital input.

Other considerations for a facility
design include proper power man-
agement. UPS units of the proper
size and type should be used, along
with power line conditioning proce-
dures that will assure a pure, clean,
and balanced power source. Always
he sure to plan for expansion of
power distribution to facilitate fu-
ture equipment installations. Proper
entilation and air filtration should

also be a high priority in any facility,
especially one with digital equip-
ment. And, don't overlook those
often forgotten areas of acoustics

Circle (123) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Audio Equipment for Broadcasters
BROADCAST SUPPLY WORLDWIDEAdvantage Best Price Guarantee Same Day Shipping. Extended koccrs

rnowledgeatle Sal?s Staff FlExIble Terms

BSW Stocks the
Largest Variety of Digital

Recorders
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BSW carries recorders from the nost trusted names in pro audio. From CDR and

multitrack machines to portal le DAT and MiniDisc recorders, we have it at a great

low price.We even carry flash :ard and hard disk recorders. Call and to k to BSW today.
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Let BSW Work to Your Advantage!

We offer a best advertisEd price guarantee ,

same day shipping of in -stock items , sales professionals

with real -world experiencE and sales hours from

9:00 AM to 9:00 PM Eastern Standard Time.

To Order Call

1-800-426-8434
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Shop the BSW Sales Flyer at
'Nww .bsw usa .com
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and ergonomics when designing you r
facility.

New design, installation, and trou-
bleshooting paradigms are now nec-

essary in most engineer-

ing departments for the support of
high-speed networks such as those
found in an all -digital facility. Redun-
dancy, connectivity, and low -fault
tolerances are all of importance within

a well -designed facility. New meth-
ods of network termination and
the proper use of the necessary
tools need to be learned. Engi-

Manager's Perspective

TO BUILD OR NOT TO BUILD
By John Carraciolo

After the past two years of consolidation
and mergers, it is time to get down to the

business of running our radio stations. Let's face it, the only
difference between a radio station and a sales company is that
one has a room at the end of the hall that has music coming out
of speakers. The radio station exists to make money.

A radio manager of the new millennium must take a hard
look at the bottom line. After a banner sales year in 2000,
there are extreme pressures to move forward and grow the
business in the coming year. Every penny spent will be
scrutinized. Every dollar earned will be used to service debt.
So how can an engineer justify to a radio manager dollars 1,,
be spent on a facility build or a system upgrade?

As a former engineer now sitting on the other side of the
desk, I know it is a smart business decision to upgrade
broadcast equipment and stay on top with technology.
However, I have a budget to make, bills to pay, and I need to
pay 70 employees each week. How can I afford to spend

711r 179Mli,

money on this build out? The answer? I can spend the
money on capital improvements, if I can find a way to make it
back with savings or growth.

New digital technology gives operators the ability to automate
or consolidate station -staffing requirements, helping the staff
work smarter, not harder. An upgrade to digital now will save
money later. When DAB rolls out, our stations will be halfway
there. Improvements in older equipment bring less down time,
require less spending on parts and maintenance, and reduce
engineering maintenance time. All this means more time can be
spent on growing the business.

Don't be penny wise and dollar foolish when it comes to
new broadcast equipment, major station capital improve-
ments or a facility move. As with any major change, you
need to empower people to make decisions and evaluate
the recommendations of the end users.

John Carraciolo is vice president and general manager of Jarad
Broadcasting Company, Garden City, NY.
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www.macrtrsystems.com. mager a mageruystems.com

Since 1979
Mager Systems

has been designing and
fabricating exquisite custom studio furniture for the broadcast industry
nationwide. Our unique award winning furniture offers true solid wood premium
construction. 3D drawings and design. delivery and installation. Of course, we still offer our
10 year warranty on solid surface tops exclusively. that will long
out last wood edges and laminates. Our quality furniture
is very affordable, and can accommodate every
budget from economy to showplace. We know
the broadcast industry is changing everyday.
so, if you haven't looked at Mager Systems lately.
its time you checked to see what we have new to
offer like Turnkey Prewiring. Call us today and find
out why Mager Systems is the best in sound furniture.

Circle (125) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Digital Automation - $1499

1111111111tMiltiatilatan

Our WaveStalron 3.0 digital automaton
software comes complete with triple -overlap
playback, VoceTraclung, remote access
and contra. dynamic HTML/XML generation
for web site deploy. time & temp announce,
satellite interlace and log import/export.
Mae than 2500 users worldwide.

Pro CD Ripping - $199

Our Speedy 3.0 professional CD ripping
software gives you up to 20X ripping speeds
into the format of your chace. Rapafic,
OUtOTCMC naming, autorim. and
normalization make building your library
taster & sir riper than ever. Free automatic
labeling via the CDDB Internet service.

Portable Production - $2599

The BSI FieidStation lets you take professional
Quota production, playback and editing
capabilities virtually anywhere. The robust
Dell laptop platform and versatile BSI
software cur, tine to form an amazing
portable audio workstation.

BroadcastSoftwareIriterriationa1
Digital Cart Machine - $2?9

More than 5000 tx ooSccsters around tf e
World have its:overed tre simplicity ard
power of our WaveCort 3 0 on -screen cart-
mochtne software. Ten decks provide fa
triple overlap playback lduchscreen
compatible Can (sec be controlled fro r c it

console. A dozen quick-kick:I hotkeys gee
fast access to inerk li Yges and beds.

Instant Aud o - $199

Our Stinger 2.0 intuit- auzli: playback
software piss 300 sound elects. spots Ci

other audio elements at .cur fingertips
Collections :an be saved 'or quick acce;s
to your entire audio library. Play up to 3c
elements simultaneously. Cuts can be c da
coded for cuick recognilod

Complete Systems - $4 ?99
startinc prce

-3. 3 lu

Our turnkey systems c ome equipped Mil cli
hardware. software. h zlos and cabling yar
need to go on -the or Urila some other
companies, we dc Inrluc e the PC's...
custom built or from Cell, your choice. WE -
con even ',aside mu .sic rom our 30,003
song library Specially recycling and Sal -Net
systems are also avoitable.

Look What We've Got For You

_.,_)vvnload the actual ,,)iivvarc

WWW.BSIUSACOM

._./11 for rmatior
888-BSIUSA-
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nee; s need to take the time necessary t( ) be
properly trained in design, installation, and main-
tenance of networking technologies and equip-
ment. Test equipment capable of high-speed
measurements now has become more of a neces-
sity rather than a luxury. Be sure to include funding
for training and equipment within your project
budget. A network systems integrator, in lieu of in-
house support, may also become a portion of your
project budget.

Digital is here to stay. Digital audio, when
properly created and handled, provides a

r* field reporting the way it's supposed to work.
IIntroducing the all new Scoop Reporter II
portable CODEC from AETA Audio. This

rugged unit combines POTS and ISDN facilities with
an integrated three -channel mixer and internal battery supply.
Featuring 99 user programmable presets, the Scoop Reporter II

will handle two microphones and one line level input. A
balanced XLR output can be used for studio producer
IFB and Mix -Minus feeds from studio, or to feed the
local PA. The Scoop Reporter II will operate on voltages
from 85 to 240 volts at 47 to 440Hz. When AC is not

available or fails, the unit will run on standard "D" cell alkaline
batteries. The intuitive interface is so easy to use, your talent will
be able to run a remote broadcast with no techni-
cal assistance. And with our 24 -hour technical Te

support, you'll never miss another field report.
The Scoop Reporter is the all -in -one box that will
get the scoop anywhere, anytime.

Available through most broadcast
equipment suppliers

All -in -one -box with "D"
cell backup

Supports G.711, G.722,
ISO/MPEG Layer II,
ADPCM and J.52

ISDN or POTS

Three -channel mixer

PC programmable

Send and receive 20kHz
audio at 128kbs with
ISDN

Send and receive
7.5kHz audio with

AETA AETA AUDIO CORPORATION'
75 Fleetwood Dr. Suite 2,00-. Rocks ay, New Jersey 07866

4114114.0 1.11\1161k Phone: (973) 659-0555  Fax: (973) 659-9555
Linking Innovation With Cletral. www.aetausa.com

Clean and reliable power
should be a primary concern in any new
facility. An effective UPS and power gen-
erator are just some considerations.

bright and resonant sound. With
satellite radio and terrestrial digital
radio very near, it is now time for
facility designers to think outside of
the box by designing a facility that
will provide a digital audio media
platform that includes facility -wide
audio, logic, and program associat-
ed data management to and from
multiple locations. The greatly in-
creased efficiency of an all -digital
networked facility will lead to savings
in day-to-day operation. A quality, all -
digital facility can be implemented
at a cost similar to that of a high -end
analog installation. For an easy -to -use
and totally flexible facility capable
of storing audio, integrating plant -
wide control, and increasing operator
productivity, digital is the answer. 4

Ron Bartlebaugh is director of engineering
for the WKSU stations, Kent, OH, and presi-
dent of Audio and Broadcast Specialists.
Akron. OH.

How are you
planning for digital?

Let us know at
beradio@intertec.com.

You can see how other facilities
are planning for digital

in BE Radio's Facility Showcase
features and online in
the Studio Spotlight.

Circle (127) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com
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256 X 256 LARGE  MONO/STEREO  WIDE VARIETY OF CONTPOL PANELS  116IB ANALOG MNAMIC RANGE  DISTRIBUTED MULTI-FROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

I
f the migration to digital is in you future,

then this is the route :0 take. Introducing the

large size. big performancE )na-og router that

also speaks fluent digital. A :rue hybrid that

allows you to scale tte numbe, of analog and

digital ports as needed, now ano in the future.

And even be:ter, the SAS640)C creates a forward

path to AESJEBU digital auci) without creating

analog obsolescence.

Th 3 means you can mix your analog anc digital I/O in

the same router frEme. Go direct arizlc to alalog, or

digtal to digital. Or Rix it uo with 2z bit conversion

analog to digital and vice versa. Either way, this

un que architecture sports flawless signal integrity

and non -blocking flexibility.

And it's wonderfully simrle. just plug is our new digital

po-t expander and that's it. W-?.1come to digital!

-co -existing richly with analog in tie >elle framework.

The-e's lots more to tell. Call is: 813 840 6749. Fax us:

818 840 6751. E-mail us: sales@5asaucic.com Check the

Weo site: sasaudio.:om And of course. snail mail: 2112

No -:h Glenoaks 81vc. Burbank, 2alifrrn'a 91504 USA

Circle (128) on Fre-v Info Card or o -dine 31 www.beradio.com

SIERRA AUTOMATED SYSTEMS
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ondensers and dynamics

; these mics were in wide use well into

; problems. Although ribbons are

-such as RCA's 44, 74 and 77 were king.

ge has come to symbolize an era.

Not that they were without a few

s over ribbon microphones, whose

rbon mics were also on the air to
1960s. Condenser, moving -coil and

degree, but wide-bodied ribbons

robust and flattering to voice,

weren't always the big two.
Many broadcasters spoke to

usu-
ally described as smooth and warm,
these mics typically had a rather
low output level, were large, heavy
and somewhat fragile, and required
periodic ribbon replacement. (I
should add that modern ribbons
have solved these problems, al-
though there seem to be very few

bon mics in use on the air.)
e post-war generation of dy-

mic microphones also solved
ese problems. As a group they
ere less expensive, less fragile,
sually more compact, and easier to

unidirectional.
nser microphones offered the

accurate response and widest
ency range, but they too came
unwanted baggage. They were

pensive. They were fragile. Their
nsitivity made them ill-suited for

close-micing.
They required a
power source.
And I will re-
peat: they were
expensive.

It was natuml

a.

that dynamics 1:::.,

should dominate ;:::::,

broadcasting as rib-
bon use faded. 13)
namics gained in
popularity with a sur-
prising array of 1960s
and 70s vintage types
such as Shwe's Um -
dyne (the Eivis mic),
SM-5 (and later SM-7), SM-57
EV's RE -16, many of which
are still in use today.

A quick peek at stu-
dio web -cams re-
veals a scattering of
Shure SM-7 and Sen-
nheiser 421 types
amid a forest of RE -
20s and RE -27s. Today
these two remain the most
popular on -air mics. They're
rugged, fairly inexpensive and
sound great on voice. Can they re-
main dominant in the digital age

Industry insiders observe that a new
generation of condenser mics is poised
to make a run on this industry stan-
dard. Why? Because many of the
problems inherent in condensers
have been solved.

Price has come down considerably.
Classic models still carry a hefty price
tag but many quality cost-efficent
products are on the market now as

well. One factor hastening
the new models is im-
proved design and man-
ufacturing techniques
available in the indus-
try. Another is the fact
that competition over
market share is ex-
treme, pitting well-
known major manu-
facturers against
young upstart com-
panies and even
companies from

former Soviet -bloc

Classic ribbon mics like the
RCA 74 were very popular in
radio's early days. They can

still be found in special
uses, and many

people prefer
their unique

sound.

nations. But the
most significant reason these mics are
less expensive is that they are much
simpler than their older siblings. Most
of the new mics, it seems, are single -
pattern cardioids.

Classic designs, such as the Neu-
mann U87 and AKG C414, offer a
variety of pickup patterns by employ-
ing a second diaphragm. Sound ener-
gy collected from front and back
diaphragms are added or subtracted

in order to achieve the desired
polar pattern - omni, cardio-

id or figure -eight. The sim-
ple single -pattern design

eliminates this second
diaphragm. We're left
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Are Dynamic Mics

Dead? with reduced cost at
the expense of pat-
tern flexibility. Be-

cause the east majority of situations call for cardioids, this
is typically an acceptable trade-off.

Years ago, the transistor also changed the
game. In substituting solid-state elec-

tronics for vacuum tubes, these mics
eliminate bulky external power
supplies. The mic bodies can be
made more compact too, a sig-
nificant factor in a cramped con-
trol room - especially where the

operator/announcer must be able
to see copy, a computer monitor,

an interview subject, or all of the
above. Solid-state also means more

rugged. In the real world, accidents
happen. Some of today's microphones

are designed to withstand quite a
bump, although we don't recommend

you explore this envelope at home.
Another part of the

changing face of mi-
crophones today is
the emergence of
smaller companies

such as CAD, GT, Marshall, Rode, Soundelux
and Joe Meek. Their products originally
found fans in the home -studio market, and
now the mics are edging into broadcast.
These companies are introducing products
at all price levels, going head -to -head with
the major mic makers.

Meanwhile, the big names in condenser mics
aren't exactly napping. Shure's KSM-32 was
joined this season by the top of the line multi -
pattern KSM 44. If there is a single condenser
that has found widespread, long-term use in

broadcast it is Neumann's U-87. Neumann's catalog offers
some less -costly alternatives in the TLM-103 and TLM-193.

(Though not large -diaphragm, Neumann's
KM -180 series is also worth mentioning,

as is the KMS105 - designed as hand-
held stage mic but with great poten-

tial for on -air.) AKG has an exten-
sive array of voice -specific mics
including the C 4500B -BC, and
Audio-Technica's single -pattern
AT4047/SV has attracted some in-
terest, notably in the public broad-
casting sector. Still, condensers have

considerable ground to make up.
Dynamics have many advantages

condensers can't touch. They're rug-
ged; able to survive nearly anything

exuberant jock (or butter -fingered en -

The Shure 555 Unidyne
was an early dynamic mic

that saw frequent use in
broadcast and on stage.

gineer) can dish up. They're simple, quiet, and don't
require a power supply. And the most expensive
dynamic doesn't come close to the cost of traditionally
priced condensers.

The choice is yours
Picking a studio mic is often a balancing act. What do I

want in the perfect mic? Sound quality is of foremost
importance, but after that opinions vary. Of course, cost
is right up there. If you're equipping several studios with
two or three high -end mics, costs can mount fairly
quickly. Opinions are more varied on the subject of
uniformity. Do you insist on having identical mics at
every chair? Or is this a place you can save a few dollars
by having less costly mics at the secondary positions?
Form follows function, and so does the bottom line.
Some would point out that it is more important to have
the right mic on each voice than it is to be uniform.
Obviously, this is easier to achieve if your crew has sole

access to a particular studio and
can lock down its setup.

The uniformity issue also comes
into play for guest mics. Certain
microphones can be more difficult
for non-professionals to address
correctly; a more "forgiving" type -
wider pattern or less susceptible to
popping - may be called for. There
may not be much to be gained by
having identical mics all around the
studio if guests sound poor.
In budgeting for your new mics,

dynamic or condenser, don't fail to

The Neumann U87 and AKG C41413 are
typical mulipattern condenser mics.

1010.44441,...4



Several newer
companies. such
as CAD, GT.
Rode, Soundelux.
and Marshall.
make quality
micropl- ones that

are finding a
comfortable spot in
many sta:ions.

account for proper
windscreens and
shockmount sus-
pensions. Many are
type -specific to each
mic and are often
included in the pack-
age price. (Some also
come with a nice
eery nice case which
you'll never use for
anything except maybe paper clips.)
Other mics offer these accessories
only as options. Be prepared to pay
up to 20 percent more for such add-
ons. Also, be advised that some of the
suspension mounts are rather bulky. If
sight -lines in your studio are already
an issue, trying to work with of one of
these elaborate "birdcage" shock
mounts may force you to rethink your
choices. Select a boom arm capable of
supporting the full weight of the mic

and its mount. Pay close atten-
tion to its proper location.
The boom should place
the mic within com-
fortable reach of any-
body: from young chil-
dren to your ex -all -pro -
linebacker sports guy.
Proper placement should
never compromise being
able to see the equipment
and vice versa.

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

wwv neumarmusa com/103

Tele)hone 860 434 5228  FAX: 860 434.214E
Neumann eSA IQ;

www.beradio.com

Circle (130) of Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Are Dynamic Mics

e
For some stations, the move to a studio condens-

er will be complicated by the need to deliver
phantom power to the mic, as a surp:ising

number of popular consoles are not so equipped. The
simplest solution is an external phantom power supply
such as those available from Radio Design Labs. A more
sophisticated solution, which addresses both the
phantom power problem and the sometimes
dubious quality of console mic pre -amps, is to
consider an all -in -one mic pre -amp. Some

support two microphones and range in
price from about $100 per channel to well

One plug. All play.

Established manufacturers have devel-
oped new desices that feature fami iar
styling with better auiio specifications.

Studio

The RJ-45, CAT -5 Analog/Digital
Shielded Wiring Solution.

re41111
IN

t'S T E N130
11111,

6ot Heron Drive
Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
(856) 467-8000 phone
(856) 467-3044 fax
www.radiosystems.com

Circle (131) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Phantom
Powering

By Chriss Scherer, editor

Condenser microphones require a power source
to operate. Sometimes, this power can be provided
internally with a battery. More commonly, however,
an external supply is used. Most consoles today
have a phantom power source built in to the
microphone input channel.

Phantom power, also called simplex power, is
typically fed at 48VDC, but can actually range from 9V
to 52V. Microphones requiring phantom power have an
internal voltage regulator to accept the possible range
of voltages. The name phantom power is just as it
implies, being supplied apparently from nowhere.
Phantom power uses the same conductors as the audio
path, so no additional wiring is required.

Standard balanced low -impedance microphone
wiring can support phantom power. The advantages of
phantom powering are clear. Without the need for
special wiring, the cost of installation or use is reduced.
The power supply voltage already present within a
console can be adapted for phantom use. While the
phantom voltage is present, microphones that do not
require it can also be used on the same inputs without
any adverse effect.

1

2

3

1

-B+

Two methods of inserting phantom power onto a
microphone channel input.

The figure above shows how phantom power is
onto the audio lines from the console input or mic
pre -amp to feed the condensor mic. The main
difference between the two methods shown is the
use of a transformer input. If the console's input
transformer does not have a center tap, a
hybrid resistor design can be used to create
one. The value of the dropping resistor will
limit the current draw of the mic to 10mA or.:4*
less. The power supply return is connect-
ed through the cable shield connection,

The simplicity of phantom poweri
is its greatest asset. The built-in fool
proof design also allows non -
phantom powered micro- 4.
phones, like dynamics and t
ribbons, to be used
interchangeably. a

1.,! Video

killed the
radio star"

Witness the
Resurrection...

limmusicmusicmusic.com

Breathing life
back into radios.,

 Database
 Music on Your Web Site

 Ready To Go Radio

Geri Rockstein
Director, Broadcast Division
geri@musicmusicmusic.com

phone (416) 537-2165
www.musicmusicmusic.com

ii=11111111111111.

www.beradio.com

Circle (132) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.cori
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Are Dynamic Mies

Dead?

A mic pre -amp can provide phan-
tom power to condenser mics,
and can also provide dynamics
control and equalization.

user $1,000 for a one -channel au-
diophile -quality tube rig. The most

feature -rich family of external
mic pre -amp designs

incorporates multi-
function processing
(compression/ex-
pansion, de-essing,

equalization, phase invetter, attenuation)

with phantom power and a pre -amp for comprehensive
mic control. At least one manufacturer offers a pre -amp
with switchable digital AES/EBU or S/PDIF outputs.

Have condenser mics turned the broadcast market on
its ear? Hardly. We're still using our old favorites because
we like them and because our listeners like them. Do
broadcasters have more options today than ever before?
Absolutely. Are condensers coming? They're already
here and their popularity will only grow.

Brian Sanders s a freelance audio consultant based in Mt. Ba/dy, CA.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Circle (201) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

EAST: Pittsburgh 724-733-1994, Philadelphia 888-260-9298
WEST: California -North 888-737-7321, South 800-346-6434

NORTHWEST: Seattle 80o-735-7051
SOUTHWEST: Texas 80o-537-1801, 888-839-7373

CENTRAL: Missouri 800-467-7373
SOUTH: Florida, 800-476-8943

RF SpecialtieC
www.rfspec.comPJA

"RF is GOOD for You!"
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FM Antennas
-Medium power circularpolariza.tion

AntennascircularFMLow powerpoolar-ization
SG1P-1 $690 4Kw GP- 1 $350 1.5Kw
SGF6-2 $2,690 8Kw GP -2 $1,350 3Kw
SGF6-3 $3,595 10Kw GP -3 $1,900 51..:w
SG -1'6-4 $4,500 10Kw GP -4 $2,600 6Kw
SGF'-5 $5,300 10Kw GF'- $3,150 61...w
SGF'-6 $6,100 10Kw GP-6 $3,700 6kw

FM AntennasEducational circularpolarization
MP -1
MP -2
MP -3
MF'2-4
MF*3 -5
MF'3 -6

$250
$680
$980
$1,280$1,820
$2,270
$2,740

0_ 6Kw
0_ 8K -w
0_ 8Kw
0.8Kw

2 Kw
3Kw
3kw

Other power configurations contact OMB America

3100 NW 72 Ave # 112

II
Miami, Fl. 33122
Te1:305-477 0974
Fax:305-4770611
ombusa@bellsouth.com

www.omb.com

Circle (135) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com



streaming media W s 20135
DECEMBER 12-14 2000 - SAN JOSE CONVENTION CENTER, CA

V
By Chriss Scherer, editor

Tiie

new transmission medium
for radio is the Internet. This
s no surprise, as there are

thousands of stations and Internet -
only broadcasters online already. The
Streaming Media West convention,
held in San Jose last December, is a
newer convention that caters specif-

Audio strew -limy was a major part 01 the Strew
ing Media West convention in San Jose.

!NB

quality

differenCil
corning out is
night arid day 

ically to the streaming media audi-
ence. While the NAB and AES con-
ventions provide a substantial amount
of Internet -related coverage from
exhibitors and in the sessions, there
are many other points of interest
being addressed. This is not the case
at Streaming Media.

The first day began with a keynote
address by Steve Ballmer of Microsoft.
Ballmer discussed the overall state of
streaming today. The general view is
that streaming is in its early stages and
that subsequent advances will allow
for audio (and video) delivery that
rivals CD quality.

The conference included five
keynote addresses and 200 speak-
ers during the three-day event.
One session on Wednesday was
of particular interest to radio sta-
tions. It was titled Internet Radio:

Profitable Business Models for
Online Radio. The focus cf the
session was different business
models to make Internet radio
profitable, but it also included
general ideas on how Internet
radio can simply compete.
One point of discussion covered

the mobility of terrestrial radio
and the idea that for Internet radio to
truly succeed, it will need to become
wireless. While this is a valid argu-
ment, it was also noted that up to half
of all radio listenership is in static
environments such as homes and
offices. The further development of
wireless Internet accessibility and

applications will aid Internet radio in
its growth.

The panelists, representatives from
Launch.com, eYada.com, Live365,
Onlinemusic.com and TuneTo.com,
also commented on the various busi-
ness models for Internet radio. The
commercial sales approach, like the
one used for terrestrial radio, is com-
monly used. Other methods, such as
alliances with merchandise providers,
use e -commerce for CD, conceit tick-
et and merchandise sales. Still another
method is to have the content provid-

er support the transmission
mechanism by paying the
streaming provider directly.
This shifts the profit -
generation responsibility
back to the content provider.

On the floor
There were 275 compa-

nies exhibiting on the show
floor with products and ser-
vices covering every aspect

of streaming from content creation
and management to audience mea-
surement. Attendance figures were
posted at 15,000 attendees. This was
the largest streaming show to date
and shows that the interest level is
very high. While streaming video is a
hot topic, it appeared that there was
an even distribution of audio and
video streaming interests represent-
ed at the show.

One news item that sparked inter-
est on the show floor was the forma-
tion of Internet Streaming Media
Alliance (ISMA). This organization
will serve to accelerate the market
adoption of open standards for
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The New Standard for
streaming rich media over IP.

Some of the founding companies
include Apple, Cisco Systems, Kasen-
na, Philips, Sun Microsystems, Ana-
log Devices, Informix Media 360,
iVAST, Minerva Networks, nCube,
Network Appliance, Optibase, Pack-
etvideo, Pix Stream, Sea Change In-
ternational and SGI. Noticably miss-
ing from this list were companies
such as RealNetworks, Microsoft,
Akamai and iBeam.

While standards already exist for
the fundamental pieces required to
deploy streaming media over IP, the
ISMA will adopt elements of these
existing standards and contribute to
those still in development in order
to publish and promote a systemic.
end -to -end specification, which en-
ables cross -platform and multi -ven-
dor interoperability. The first spec-
ification from the ISMA will define
an implementation agreement for
streaming MPEG-4 video and audio
over IP networks.

Still room for radio
The show was not just dot-coms

and computer hardware manufactur-
ers. There were several exhibitors
who are already familiar to radio
broadcasters. Radio has an advantage
over many of the new streaming
media providers in that storage and
management of audio data is not new
to us. Radio has been creating contin-
uous audio streams for more than 75
years. Radio's experience with audio
processing, ad management and ad
insertion are other areas that can
draw on the extensive knowledge
already in place.

A show that is dedicated to stream-
ing technology may give you the idea
that terrestrial radio is on the verge of
being supplanted by Internet radio.
but that is not the case. As advanced
as streaming technology is, there are
many areas that have considerable
hurdles to clear.
Visit the ISMA site at www. ISM -Alliance. org.

Digital Consoles

Numix consoles by Logitek
give you a.l of the flexibility you need

 True DSP-basei digital mixing and routing

 Combine analog and digital signals as fleece I

,-;:e-c3nfigure fader ei ni buttor assignments
'or the fly" - no need io re -wire anything

 integrates nicely with digital storage systems -

fader displays provide room f.pr song titles
: mirg information, or other messages

 Coniemporary ergonomic design keeps
cortiols within easy reach

 "Builling-Block" design allows you to specify
a console with 6 to 42 fader crannels

 Easy nstallation, clear wiring -- leave all Of
that extra equipmert and cabling in the
equipment racks

Call today for more information

5622 EdgEmcci
Houston, TX 770E1
800.231.5870 flortt-i America)
tel: 713 664.44%0
fax: 711'..664.4c7s

Logitek
Digital With a Better Difference

Visit us at www.logitekaudio.com

www.beradio.com

C re a 4134) on Free Info Carl or go to www.beradio.com
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Facility Showcase

1111. ING TO

DIGITAL TOMORRO

STAR I 1<
102.5

1111.11Waz:,

AM 1400 WWWS
SOLID GOLD SOUL

iss Sch9rer, editor

WE3EINI 930 AM
98.5 NE 8TALK 'FATHER

WG R 5,5
sports radio

WIAIKB 1520 AM
Business Talk Radio'

Efficiency in facility consolidation

ny facility construction project requires time and
personnel to do the job right. In many iitaances,
stations try to plan and build new facilities and

still mi intain the existing facilities without any additional
manpower. Typically, when this is done, something
suffers. Either the new facNties fall behind schedule or
the present facilities fall apart_ Hiring additional help
&ring a major project is a wise investment.

When Entercom Buffalo decided to consolidate
six stations into one Facility, the decision to hire a
system integrator was made early. Over the course of
the protect, the decision proved to be perfect. Wh.er,
plans for the move began the stations were owned I -y
Sinclair. A change of ownership during a project c
bring it:. own concerns, but the Buffalo project conitn-
ued forward. Even with two format and calf -lever
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913-341.1300
www.netmedia-online.com

An INTERTECWRIMEDIA Publication

Streaming consent professionals create. They
distribute. Anc netmedia shows them how.
Up-to-date technology. Creative iceas.
Business )pportunities. From content to
delivery, netmerlia is the magazine for
today's streaming industry.

Intertec it also the publiher of Telephony,
Video Systems, Millimeter, and MIX magazines.
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changes, the project stayed on course.
The biggest advantage to hiring a

system integrator is that a consider-
able amount of work can be done
off site even before the studio build-
ing is ready. In this case, the work

Getting started
The six Buffalo stations - WKSE-FM,

WTSS-FM , WGR-AM, WB EN -AM ,
WWICB-AM and WWWS-AM - occu-
pied four locations around Buffalo
before the move. Like most consoli-

dations, the expense

The WBEN-AM control room looks into its
accompanying talk studio.

on the studios in Buffalo began in
Cincinnati at Harris Broadcast. This
type of off -site work is common for
most system integrators. It allows
an installation to be almost com-
pletely turnkey by having a nearly
completed studio delivered to the
new facility. During the studio con-
struction, Harris personnel complet-
ed the new installation work while
the Entercom staff maintained the
existing facilities.

of operating multiple

locations was not cost effective. Also
some of the studio facilities were far
from modern in appearance and func-
tion. The initial plans to move began
in

All the control rooms have a similar layout but are
tailored for each station's needs. Subtle differences
between two control rooms can be seen here and above

1995. A suitable facility was not
found until July 1999.
While the location search pro-

gressed, the equipment choices
were made being made. The sta-
tions knew they wanted digital
consoles and an on -air audio de-
livery system that would be fully
integrated into their new opera-
tions. Not every new facility is

designed to be completely digital
from end to end. Each project will
have unique requirements, and
the appropriate solution may be
provided by analog or digital
equipment. The final choices for
the heart of the operation were
made with Auditronics NuStar con-
soles, SAS routing switchers and a
Dalet audio delivery system.

The entire facility occupies 35,000
square feet, which is most of one
floor in the two-story building. An
additional 2,500 square feet is being
used by another building tenant. The
building has only two stories, so the
STL antennas are mounted on a neigh-
boring office building. Copper wir-

Auditronics NuStar consoles are the cen-
ter of each on -air control mom.

Pre -built Transmitter Sites

Solid -State Transmitters

Single -Tube Transmitters

Low Power Transmitters

RF Amplifiers

FM Exciters

Digital T1 STL Systems

Digital Spread Spectrum

Digital Stereo Generators

Modulation Monitors
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Building from
a scale model

The inter- and intra-studio wiring
was begun in Harris' Cincinnati
facility. When wire and cable is
being run, there is no room for
error. Making cables that are too
short can cause significant delays
later on. To avoid this problem, the
studio plans were laid out in life-
size proportions first.

Masking tape was placed around
the floor of the high -bay room to
indicate walls. The studio furniture
and racks were brought in and put
in place. Then, the wire and cable
assemblies were measured, run
and terminated on one end. By creating
facility dimensions off site, and without
or real walls and ceilings, the wire and
blies were constructed in less time, and
exactly to the proper length.

ing and fiber optic cable have been
run between the studio and nearby
rooftop through a 2,000 -foot trench.
The STL transmitters have a touch-
tone remote control.
At the center of the operation is

Modulation Monitors

rialligall111111110L_

I I:I:1 1.1.141
. aiev

147 //\A

Digital STL / TSL Systems

Low Power Transmitters

"ZIP

1.0i1

the exact
the limitations
cable assem-
each was mad?

Tech Core. The
room houses
22 racks and is also the central
distribution point for the facility.
Each studio is connected to this
center with 12 -pair Gepco AES-3

audio cable and Belden DataTwist
CATS cable. The CATS cable is used
for all the logic wiring and for han-
dling Ethernet signals. While not
every audio source in the facility is
digital. the AES-3 cable is excellent
analog audio cable. AES-3 cable also
provides a constant electrical char-
acteristic; something that is not al-
ways the case with analog wiring.
Each studio also has six coaxial ca-

bles run to it for future use.
All the wiring is terminated on

ADC Icon (1-24 and 1-96) blocks
with IWS frames. The inter -room
wiring was completed off -site and
delivered in Buffalo ready for
installation. Once delivered, the
cables were run in cable trays,
and the studio terminations were
completed. In all, the entire facil-
ity has more than 7.5 miles of
wire and cable.

The on -air delivery system was cho-
sen in 1995. At that time, the choices
for a system that integrated news-
room and on -air functions were lim-

Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

!YEJ

Solid -State and Single Tube
High Power Transmitters

OEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O.Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: geisales@gei-broadcast corn

For More Information Call Us Toll -Free At (800) 334-9154

Toll -free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax (856) 629-1751

Emergency Service (856) 728-2020
Web Site http://www.gei-broadcast.com

www. be radio. corn

Circle (136) on Free Irfo Card or go to www beradio.com
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9 INTERCOM8 UFF AL
ited, and Dalet made the final cut.
The stations wanted an integrated
system to avoid file conversions and
distribution between different sys-
tems. It is based on a WindowsNT
network and has 31 workstations,
including those in news. It is capable
of up to 450 hours of storage using
LayerII compression in a RAID5 ar-
ray. The playback -only PCs use Digi-
gram PCX-80 cards, and the recording

PCs use Digigram
POC-11+ cards.

Audio routing and
intercom functions are
handled by an SAS
64000 and 32000, re-
spectively. D/A con -

has a comfortable view

Each talk studio can easily accomodate
up to four guests. The center turre". pro-
vides the host with easy access to all the
controls he may need. Each mic position

into the associated control room.

versions are made by
the SAS 256 x 256 rout-
er as needed. The
32000 serves as a fa-
cility intercom, but it
also provides IFB
feeds for remotes.

There are five con -

Making Business Easier

Clayton McMillan is the
President of McMillan
Broadcast Services in
Lake Mary, FL.

"I run a broadcast

consulting company that

does production
coordination for radio

and television.
"I keep fairly busy,

and BE Radio helps me
find products that are

more compact to help

The Radio Technology Leader
An INTERTEC./PRIMLDIA Publication

trol rooms in all. The sixth station is
automated, so it does not require a
dedicated control room. The air stu-
dios are similar in design but are
tailored for the use of each individ-
ual station. There are six production
rooms that are all identical. This
allows producers to move easily

me get the job done.
BE Radio is very
informative. It gives me

new ideas for making my

job easier."

Clayton McMillan

President
McMillan Broadcast Services

Tell us why you like BE Radio at beradio@intertec.com

Photo: courtesy of
Communications Engineering
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between studios without
having to adapt to a dif-
ferent setting each time a
new studio is used.
There are four talk stu

dios. Three of them are
dedicated to single control
rooms for WGR, WBEN
and WWKB. The fourth is
available for overflow
needs and is used for pub-
lic affairs program prepa-
ration. To complete the stu-
dio compliment, there arc
two small booths used for
voice-overs and news an-
nounce booths. These can
be routed to any control
room or production room and are
used regularly for daily newscasts.
News is prepared in the 10 -worksta-
tion newsroom.

While the Entercom Buffalo facility
is not completely digital, it is ready
for a smooth transition when that day
comes. Selecting equipment that can
serve a facility's analog needs today

The sports/news announce b )oths have more func-
tionality than just a voice-over booth. Each ha! a
console and can preform some limited product on

and its digital needs tomorrow is a
valuable step in preparing a station
for continued success.

Thanks to Paul Barzizza, manager, systems
engineering, Joe Perez, systems engineer,
and Ken Dillard, systems engineer, of Har-
ris, and Tom Atkins, director of engineering,
Entercom Buffalo, for their assistance in
preparing this feature. Photos by Tom Atkins.

Project timeline

 1995
Decision made to consolidate al facilities

 July 199)
pa3ers si;ned for new location

 August 1999
geieral contractor work began

 December 1999
stations' awnership transferred from
Sinclair t_3 Entercom

 January 9, 2000
Harris arives onsite and begins 93 -day
install period

 January 10, 2000
ge Ieral administration offices wove from
tw3 buildings into one.

 February 2000
WTSS moved into new facility

 March 2900
W3EN and WWWS move

 April 2000
W<SE, WGR, WWKB move

For more photos and a
facility equipment list, go to

www.beradio.com
and click on Spotlight.

SELLING EQUIPMENT?

GET IT SOLD!

It's Fast and Easy on Digibid!

digibd.co
an IndustryClick solution

www.digibid.com

c 2000 Digibid, an IndustryClick community. All Rights Reserved

Circle (137) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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1 New Products
Active monitoring system
Genelec Oy

S30D: A nearfield monitor for digital workstations and recording studios,
the S3OD is available in vertical and horizontal versions. Features include an

input word length of 16 to 24 bits: input
formats AES/EBU (S/P-DIF with an lin-
pedance adapter); de -emphasis 50/15us,
automatic with 44.1 kHz sampling rate;
input sampling rate 29 kHz to 100 kHz;
DAC dynamic range 120 dBA (triangular
PDF dither, 24bit data); digital audio
thru connector; frequency response:
35 Hz to 50 kHz (-3dB); 112 dB SPL
(peak) per pair at lm with music material;
210 mm (8 inch) woofer; 80 mm(3 inch)
midrange cone driver; ribbon tweeter;

tri-amplified: 120 W, 120 W, 120W; electronic crossover and protection
circuitry; and built-in bass, mid and treble level controls, bass roll -off and
bass tilt controls

+35 8771 3311; fax +35 8178 12267: www.aeielec.com; genelec.usa@genelcc.ccm
Circle (254) on Free Info Card o- gc to www.beradio.com

Internet -based audio logging
Arbor Audio Communications

LogDepot A software package de-
rived from the NewsDepot. Because of
the support and usage of advanced
compression algorithm technology, it

is possible to use
a hard disk as
the storage me-
dium instead of
changing tapes
or other media.
The usage of
standard PC
makes it possi-
ble to achieve
any form of re-
dundancy and
reliability.

LogDepot is developed according to
the Client -Server model. One or more
server PCs are constantly registering
the broadcast signals. while multiple
clients can access the previously re-
corded material. The LogDepot is web -
based, which means that clients can
use a web -browser, such as Microsoft
Internet Explorer, to play back regis-
tered programs or download them and
copy the recordings onto a CD.

+31 314 399 055; fax +31 314 366 402
www.arbor-audio.com
into@arbor-audio.com

Circle (258) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

rft. rem. --
a

Mechanical housing
RDL (Radio Design Labs)
110. Fiat -Pak series: Seven
models and two accesso-
ries comprise RDL's Flat -
Pak series of products. The
Flat -Pak is a flexible mechanical housing for various product functions
including a 12V to 24V DC converter, 1x4 A/V distributor NTSC Video and
S Video distribution amplifiers, two and six channel unbalanced to balanced
audio converters, and an SPDIF to AES/EBU digital audio converter. The Flat -
Pak housing features all metal construction; cabinet, shelf or rack mounting; top
mounted connectors; and DC jack input and DC power bus output. The FP-RRA
and FP-RRAH accessories provide a method of rack mounting the modules.

800-281-2683; fax 805-684-9316; www.rdlnet.com
Circle (265) on Free Irdo Card or go to wwv.beraclio.-..-om

Digital audio logger
Computer Concepts
ReeLogger V2.0: A digital audio log-
ger capable of storing one, two or
three months of a station's audio on
hard disk without user intervention.
Because it rolls over automatically,
there are no tapes to change. ReeL-
ogger v2.0 features skimming and
scheduled recordings. Using the sup-
plied schedule editor, simply sched-
ule an air check on the day or days of
your choice, and ReeLogger handles
the rest. Digital air checks, automat-
ically scoped in industry -standard Re-
aLkudio files, can be accessed from
the PD's desk or e -mailed to your
consultant for instant feedback.

800-255-6350; fax 913-541-0169
www.ccc-dcs.com; suoport@ccc-dcs corn

Circe (257) on Free 1-.10 Card
or go to www.baracio.com
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Digital STL
Moseley Associates

Starlink SL9003Q: Us-
ing Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation technology, the
SL9003Q delivers four 16 -bit
linear audio channels and
two data channels over nar-

row -bandwidth 950 MHz STL channels. AES; EBU I/Os, combined with a built-
in variable rate converter, provide connection to the all -digital air chain
without compression. Plug-in MPEG audio modules and a digital multiplex
allow for additional program, voice, FSK, async and sync data channels. The
efficiency of the SL9003Q is achieved by user -selectable 16, 32 or 64 QAM.
Reed -Solomon error correction, coupled with a 20 tap adaptive equalizer,
provides signal robustness in hostile RF environs. An ultra -linear 4 Watt
average transmit power is achieved with redundant RF modules.

805-968-9621; fax 805-685-9638; www.moseleyab.com; blot/ moselaysb.com
Circle (252) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Compressor
TC Electronic
10. Triple C: Features three compression techniques: The multi -band compression mode allows you to spectrally
compress your source material in three bands independently. In envelope compression mode, users can alter the
dynamic
envelope of
the incom-
ing source
by changing attack and release gain. Full -band compression mode simulates conventional analog compressors. With
the Triple C, users press a single button to choose between the sound of full -band compression, envelope or the multi -
band compression technique. An external sidechain allows you to control the Triple C via an external source, and the
sidechain I/Os allow insertion of var-

t.c. electrcritc

ions processing devices.
805-373-1828

fax 305-379-2643
www.tselectronic.com
info@lcelectronic.com

Circle (263) on Free Info Ca -c1
or go to www.beradio.corr

Effects processor
Alesis

A xirFX: A musical device that
proL esses incoming audio or gener-
ates sound effects in reaction to move-
ment, airFX features 50 preset pro-
grams that modify any audio signal
from CDs and vinyl to live perfor-
mance in real time. AirFX is the first
product from Alesis to incorporate
Axyz (pronounced ax -is) technolo-
gy. Axyz technology consists of an
infrared beam that can be manipulat-
ed in three dimensions, along the X.
Y and Z axis. Using triangulation. up
to five different parameters can be
controlled in each preset program.
The 50 preset programs include ef-
fects like panning, flanging, pitch
shifting, and resonance filtering.

800-5-ALESIS: fax 310-255-3401
www.alesis.com

Circle (260) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com
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SuperCarrier is Built!
Join the "New Network Neighborhood"
delivering the most popular radio
programming in the world.

The SuperCarrier platfcrm
delivers programming to
thousands of commercial
radio stations.

Featuring:

World class
MPEG audio

Receive equipment

Advanced digital
store and forward

Total network control

Decades of major
network engineering
experience.

Call on experience
and reach the
New Network
Neighborhood

AP*.

503.92g-.70
szles@nsn.net
www. nsh net

AChannel
r,!-' _ .

S pang
u

17:

Circle (139) or Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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New Products
Flash memory/PC card recorder
Superscope/Marantz
Pi. PMD680: This device records 16 -hit digital audio using PC Card media.
Audio files recorded on the PMD680 can be transferred to a computer for
editing, archiving, or
uploading to the In-
ternet. Simply eject a
recorded PC card
from the recorder
and place it in the
computer's PC Card
slot. This direct
method of import-
ing sound into a com-
puter requires no cables and avoids file transfer delays. The PMD680's Type
III PC Card slot accepts compact flash cards (with adaptor) and ATA-sized PC
Cards. The PMD680 records audio in MP2 format. A variety of compression
settings are available to extend recording times on smaller -capacity PC Cards.
It can also record uncompressed PCM digital audio as Wave (.wav) or
Broadcast Wave (.hwf) files. A built-in non-destructive EDL system enables
the user to place reference marks and create custom playback sequences.

630-820-4800; fax 630-820-8103; www.marantz.com/product/professional
Circle (266) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Studio mixer
SeaSound

44 Solo Ex: This audio record-
ing interface is the eas-
iest way to record and
monitor directly to and
from your computer,
which offers virtually

unlimited tracks. The Solo EX offers: analog microphone pre -amps with 48V
phantom power, instrument pre -amps for guitar & bass, inserts, line inputs,
two headphone amps, MIDI I/O and a zero latency monitor mixer.A Solo EX
is a completely integrated environment replacing: direct boxes, mic pre -amps,
headphone amps, a sound card, a mixer and a standard MIDI interface. The
Solo EX includes an expansion port for the Solo Expander, for a total of eight
discrete inputs and outputs. SeaSound also offers the Soloist, a scaled down
version of the Solo EX.

415-485-3900: fax 415-485-3901; www.seasound.com; winfo@seasound.com
Circle (261) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com

Affordable Custom Automation!
a lot of companies are more than happy to sell you an automation system. most of the systems are very good but
sometimes you need something small for a custom installation. you could do it yourself if you had the tools...

Model ACU-1 Audio Control Unit
8 x 1 stereo switcher

silence sensor
simple command set

RS -232 controlled
logic -level I/O
automatic level control

Sine Systems
visit our web site for more information on our products

nashville. tennessee  615.228.3500 voice  615.227.2393 fax -on -demand  www.sinesystems.com

Circle (140) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Microphones
heyerdynamic
Opus: A series of microphones opti-
mized for music performance, the
Opus series combines beyerdynam-
ic's classic acoustic design experience
with new materials and contemporary
designs, to capture the dynamism of
music performance, new music styles
and spontaneous creativity, whether
it is on stage or in the studio. The
Opus series includes a full range of
popular microphone types and is
designed to provide an integrated
family of microphone products.

800-293-4463; fax 631-293-3288
www.beyeedynamic.con

Circle (262) on Free Info Card
or go to Y.W.V.beradio.com

Interactive FM channel studies
V -Soft

SearchFM: This full -featured Win-
dows program offers the ability to
display graphics and tabular represen-
tations of any channel. SearchFM pro-
duces colorful U.S. maps on which the
FCC's minimum separations are plot-
ted. It takes just a glance at the comput-
er screen to determine if a drop -in
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exists. Page from one channel to the
next instantly, across the entire FM
hand if you wish. Zoom in on a possi-
ble transmitter site. or use the automatic

search feature. The latest FCC database

comes packaged with every SearchFM
program as well as an FCC database
editor and query window.

800-743-3634; fax 319-266-9212
www.v-soft.com; 4michlergv-soft.com

Circle (25S) on Free Info Card
or go to wwberadio.corn
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New Products
Multichannel mic/instrument preamp
PreScnus Audio Electronics
V DighilIC: Designed as a front end for any digital audio workstation, each channel features dual -servo microphone
preamplifiers, 48V phantom power, -20dB pad. EQ enhance and dual domain limiter. The dual domain limiter
processes the audio signal using both RMS and peak detection. A full offering of digital and analog outputs include:

ADAT lightpipe digital output. 48K'24Bit S/PDIF digital outputs and balanced 116 analog outputs. AES/
EBL outputs will be offered as an option via DB9 connector. The first two channels offer polarity reversal and high

ce instrument inputs on the front 7)anel for easy access. All outputs are available simultaneously.
800-750-0323; fax 225-926-8247; www.presonus.com; oresonus@presonus.com

Circle ,251: on Free Info Card or go to www.teracio.com

Turnkey ad guide
Wc bPresence
WebYTR.com: These applications
allow stations to begin producing
revenue through seamless integra-
tion with their existing websites, al-
lowing control of Web content for a
single station, a market cluster, a

Sud o interface strips
Wheatstone
PP. Wiremax strips: These
Ntudio interface strips allow
users to connect studio
equipment to a console
without the need for solder-
ing. Wiremax strips are de -

geographical area, an entire nation- signed to be mounted in the
wide broadcast group. or a number wiring bay and to do away
of other designated groups. with the need for 66 -type
WebNTR.com Radio Advertiser Guide punchblocks and the massive documentation needed to complete wiring

, gives stations a turnkey option for of the studio that punchblocks entail. The two-sided Wiremax strips are
,senerating new revenue. Now adver- the same dimensions as console modules and have steel faceplates,
tisers can give audiences something connectors, labeling and a tie strap. Wheatstone supplies the strip panels,

',..:thev can see. In addition, stations can console -to -strip wiring and hardware.
offer each advertiser printable cou- 252-638-7000; fax 252-637-1285; www.wheatstone.com; salesewhewstore.com

:i Circle (259) on t=ree taco Card or go la www.beradia.com
' pons, searchable text for detailed
information, and interactive maps with Hardware and software product line
turn-by-turn directions. Wares

978-448-8882: fax 979-448-8883
Circle (264) on Free hfc Care Maxx Stream v3.0: A hardware and software suite optimized to stream live'

or go to wavw.beradio.com audio signals over the Internet. Integrates audio capture, processing, and
encoding into a single workstation. Features and capabilities introduced in
version 3.0 include: open support for any streaming audio encoder or format,

Coned LED meters the ability to process audio from an
Logitek external audio or software source,

TVU4 meters: These meters, available in analog and digital input formats, and full support for Waves version
are based on the curved LED meters found in Logitek digital consoles. This 3.0 processors, which offer a new
styling retains some of the feel of analog VU meters while providing the graphical interface. Further improve-

ments include C4, 4 -band compres-

I
U

I

-ZOISISIE
15111111011

ississa

immediate
response of
electronic
meters. The
Tru-VU
meters are DSP based for precise level
indication. The Tru-VU represents the true 300ms VU ballistic standard along
with a peak display. Each meter display has 25 bar -type LEDs with colors
ranging from green (-35dB through -1dB) to yellow (0dB) to orange (+1dB
through -,-3d13) to red (+-6 dB through +18dB). Inputs can be analog or digital.

877-231-5870; fax 7W-664-4479; www.logitekaudio.com; Info® logitekaudlo.com
Circle (2!3) on Free Info Card orgo to www.beradio.corn

sor controls the dynamics of multiple
bands simultaneously; hardware set-
tings and parameters can be changed
from within the MaxxStream appli-
cation itself; and professional and
consumer standard audio connec-
tions, making it compatible with all
product types.

865-546-6115; fax 865-546-E 445
www.waves.com

Circle (256) oa Free Info Ca -d
or gc lo www.beradicicorr
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Feedback

From the clear blue sky
The article in the November 2000 issue on Satellite

Services contains some misleading information on the
StarGuide II Receivers. You state that with the new GE -8
satellite, the StarGuide II receiver will be obsolete. This
is not true for the Westwood One/CBS StarGuide feeds.

The only difference between the
two receivers is bandwidth, and
this will not affect Westwood One/
CBS stations.

In regards to interference to C5
from GE -7, the Cl replacement
satellite, the inference level has
dropped. The GE -7 side lobe sig-
nals are greatly reduced because
the satellite is not saturated. While
Westwood recommends using a
3.8 meter dish for C5, a 2.8 meter
antenna will still work with the
Westwood One 27dBw signal.

When GE -8 is active, the Westwood One power level
will jump to 29dBw.

Keith Angstadt
manager, StarGuide operations
Westwood One Radio Networks

Arlington, Virginia

A bridge overseas
I work tor the Air Force Broadcasting Service, a direc-

torate of Air Force News Agency, as a maintenance
support manager. I read with interest the November RF
Engineering column on using the operating
impedance bridge. AFNEWS operates
11 overseas detachments providing
AFRTS programming to US military per-
sonnel. We have several of the Delta
01B -3s in the field, but with little train-
ing information on proper use. I have
referred our maintenance personnel to
your story on the BE Radio website to help
them better use the device.

MSgt Steven A. Yuoconis, USAF
maintenance support manager

AFNEWS/BGLM
San Antonio

ueradlo@i tn erte
bilj; C.Cem

IBOC preparation
In regards to the very informative October article by

Doug Irwin [Implementing IBOC1, you asked how read-
ers are preparing for IBOC. We aren't in the process of
preparing for IBOC, nor do we really care about it. We are
concerned that the implementation of IBOC may put our
rural, low -power non-comm off the air if it is made
mandatory. The financial investment alone would kill us.
IBOC has no benefit to us, as we could jeopardize our

non-profit status if we
make too much money
from digital channel
leases-even if we
could sell them here.
The listeners that we
have talked to about
DAB couldn't care less
about an almost inaudi-
ble difference between
analog FM and digital
FM. The cost vs. return
is just not justifiable.

You can have IBOC,
but give us a choice as to whether or not we want it.

Donn Willey
general manager, chief engineer

KGNR-FM
John Day, OR

Remote access
.lust wanted to send a friendly wave to Bill Fawcett for

his excellent article on unattended facility
operation BE Radio October 2000.

If I could only get one magazine,
BE Radio would be the one.
There's always something genu-

 i inely useful there.
Steve Graham

acting chief engineer
WUOM-FM

Ann Arbor, MI
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TRANSCOM CORP. BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWAREServing the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE AT
www.fmamtv.com

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@fmamtv.com
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufactures. Let us send you a customized quote!

CID 300 W FM 1988g 1 KW FM 1981
1.4 2 KW FM 1996

2.5 KW FM 1984
it2.5 KW FM 1980
2.5 KW FM 1976

V 3.8 KW FM 1994
(it om, 5 KW FM 1984

Ci) 5 KW FM 1967
4 6 KW FM 1994

g10 KW FM 1995
10 KW FM 1974
20 KW FM 1980

5 KW AM 1977
I Clj 5 KW AM 1982

CA M 5 KW AM 1980

Z 0
5 KW AM 1980
10 KW AM 1983

"et g 10 KW AM 1982
25 KW AM 1985
50 KW AM 1978
50 KW AM 1982

Harris FM 300K Solid State Sgl. Phase
Harris FM 1K
BE FM 2C Solid State Single Phase
Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
Collins 831D Single Phase
Continential 814.1 Solid State
Harris FM 5K
Collins 830E
Henry 6000D

QEI FM Q10,000 B
Harris FM1OH/K
Harris FM2OK

Collins 828E-1
Continental 315R-1

CSI T -5-A
Harris MW5A
Continental 3I6F
Harris tvfW1OA
CSI T -25-A
Continental 317C- I
Harris MW -50B

CRL SMP-900 AM Stereo Matrix Processor
 CRL MDF 800 Stereo De -Emphasis Filter

C. CRL SEC 800 Compressor
co.) Marti AR -I0 (450) Mobile Repeat Receiver

Marti RPT-2 (450) 2.5W port Transmitter
sk." Marti RPT-40 (450) 40W RPU Transmitter

 1.T.i TFT AM Modulation Monitor (1990) 1200Khz
TFT EAS System: EAS 911 with 930A (receiver module) & 940A
(program interrupt unit)

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454.215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361

Circle (141) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Langley -Rice over 3-D Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, TIREM, PTP, FCC & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM. TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain dateh tes...and more!

oft
VIINEEIMEENIMBRES

..i.d Engineering Consuhing
ii0adrdSt 0111RIMINZIMIS SOtiM.Ire

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

Circle (142) on Free Info Card cr online at www.beradio.com

Switcher tools Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers offer excellent
sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

10X1

Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo
inputs. 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to split outputs.

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs.

2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

1.1=11111
6X1G

Passive switchi -Ig/routing with 6 stereo inputs

and one stereo output. or vice -versa.

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs
and 2 stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for

product information, list pricing

and a list of distributors!

SS 3.1
Passive switching/routing with 3 stereo inputs
anc one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2 composite
aucio. video. or AES/EBU inputs to 2 com-
posite aud'o. video. or AES/EBU outputs. or
vice -versa

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switchingirouting with two stereo
inputs to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: bti@broadcasttools corn Voice: 360 .428 .6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719
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"Remember that time is money."
- Benjamin Franklin

When you
must, must

have
precision

timing

When you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for

"Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks &
Accessories have been the industry standard
for over 27 years.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency accuracy - all ESE Master
Clocks can drive digital or analog slave
clocks, as well as interface with video and/or
computer based systems. Call for more
details.

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136  Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

De i\,ered
and

installed
by

EEHI1OLOGY 32 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Malvern, PA 19355

Circle (146) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Po erfully Simple
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' Stenos Detection for swim
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' Many featu

Download Free Demo
http llveww.raduga.net
Or call for more info!
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Couplers won't hang up on your phone line?
No problem with CircuitWerkes call progress decoders!

CitcuitWFikEs Call Progress Decoder

O 0 0 e 
Pair CPC luli ICP 2

Phone Wall

- Automatically disconnects auto -answer
couplers and hybrids when phone calls are
over.

Works with most PBX analog ports and POTS
lines.

Decodes standard dial and busy tones.

Many PBXs and a few telco COs do not provide the end -of -
call battery signalling that makes telephone couplers and
auto -answering hybrids hang up. CircuitWerkes call progress

decoders listen for dialtone and/or busy (reorder) signals
and forces the attached unit to hang-up if they are detected.
The CP-1 is installed as a daughter board in CircuitWerkes
products while the CP-2 is a stand alone decoder designed to

interface with any automatic coupler device. Custom tone
frequencies available for international telephone systems.
Contact your favorite dealer for pricing!

CircuitWerkes - 3716 SW 3' Place, Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230 - http://www.circuitwerkes.co

Circle (148) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

TOWER
 Fabrication

 Design

Engineering

 Installation

 Service

 Maintenance
Swager IS your -

worldwide turnkey
tower company.

Phone
1-800-968-5601

1 or Fax
1-800-882-3414

: SWAG ERT Communications, Inc.

P.O. Eox 656
501 East Swager Drive

Fremont, IN 46737 USA
Phone I-800-968-5601  219-495-2515

Fax 1-800-882-3414  219-495-4205
E -marl : sales@swager.com
Internet: www.swagercorn

Circle (149) on Free Info Card or
online at www.beradio.com
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING,

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS,

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL.

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

ei

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

.ii1.11,1, in print. 1,4 on the u,
Pike & Fischer, Inc.
Visit http. I)roack,istrcus.pl.coirt
or call l -81X1-25544131 ext237

Rules
annered:

1, 11,
17, 25,
26, 27,
73, 74,
79, 101

JGHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSUL11NG BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenni Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44812
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
Associates. Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria. Illinois 61604

(309)673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

177
ApcledWireless
Kevin McNamara
Presod.ni & CEO

Applied Wireless, Inc
... providing retinas.

PO Boo 926
New Market. MD 31774

lel.: 301 865 1011
tax.: 301 865 4422
email: kemmcaapphedwirtlessmc con

www apple Owireleismc corn

FOR SALE

AMPEX - ITC
SCULLY PARTS

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS

(800) 848-4428 Fax (408) 363-0957
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The Last

Reality check

Byte

By Skip Pizzi, contributing editor

Any demarcation point in time makes us think
about taking inventory, so what better occasion
than a millennial break to evaluate the hot topics

in radio? They are listed below, in no particular order,
along with some projections on what's likely to happen
for each in 2001 and beyond:

A baker's dozen
S-DARS: Sirius Satellite Radio will inau-

gurate its service, and XM Satellite Radio
will launch its birds. The DBS radio era
finally begins.

few more station groups may merge, and several more
stations may be acquired or traded, but the consolida-
tion feeding frenzy is largely over. There may be some
surprise shifts of control/ownership among the largest
groups, however, as major media companies adjust

their portfolios.
Copyright issues:

The recent move by
the U.S. Copyright Of-
fice to levy perfor-
mance royalty fees on
radio broadcasters'

on-line services will kick off a series of legal maneu-
vers that ultimately causes dramatic change in the
traditionally placid world of radio content acquisition
and compensation.

LEOsats: Notwithstanding the Iridium debacle, specu-
lative development of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite
systems will continue, but now aimed at providing
broadband service. This could extend the impact of
broadband streaming media to rural areas of the U.S.,
and to international markets, within the next two to
three years-significantly faster than terrestrial broad-
band might be deployed to these areas.

Music downloads and Software radio: Younger lis-
teners will move away from traditional radio in increas-
ing numbers, drawn by the personalization capabilities
of music download sites and customizable streaming
audio services.

Automation: PC -based systems in radio will continue
to grow in sophistication, as their usage grows in both
the content creation and technical distribution sides of
the business. It's more of the same good luck/bad luck
with this 13th issue: Operations staff will suffer,
while computer -savvy tech support will benefit.

On the PC side, new codec
upgrades for streaming media

players will improve audio
quality at lower bit -rates.

IBOC: Uncertainty will continue,
with some on -air testing likely, but
not much other progress.

International DAB: Eureka 147
receivers will finally hit the store
shelves, but their high prices will
keep most of them there.

LPFM: Splash this one. By this time
next year, we'll have trouble re-
membering what it stood for.

Streaming media: Growth of broad-
band access will stimulate on-line
media providers to begin offering

higher bit -rate services. The use of edge -servers for
distribution of this content will grow to meet the new
demand. Meanwhile, more on-line audio appliances
with funny names will debut. Their use of broadband
access will make their on-line reception nearly indistin-
guishable from (if not better than) their off -air perfor-
mance. On the PC side, new codec upgrades for
streaming media players will improve audio quality at
lower bit -rates.

Wireless: Auctions for 3G service will open the U.S.
broadband wireless age in earnest. By year's end, the
first handheld streaming media devices may be appear-
ing on holiday wish -lists.

FCC: The new administration will impose substantial
change on the Commission, so Congress doesn't keep
having to.

Advertising revenues: Profits from traditional on -air
terrestrial radio service may hit their historical peak this
year, as advertising opportunities in new media begin
to siphon funds at noticeable levels. Growth in the
overall advertising market may also suffer as the U.S.
economy plateaus.

Consolidation: Activity here has already peaked. A

Cosmic significance
Arthur C. Clarke fans in our industry will find mild irony

in the fact that geostationary satellites (which Clarke
first proposed) will become cosmically significant for
radio in the year 2001 (the title and period of Clarke's
best known sci-fi work).
That development, along with the others noted here

(and, no doubt, a few that aren't), will shape a pivotal
year for the radio industry - and for the media world in
general. But that's the way any decent new millennium
should start, not with a whimper but a bang. Best of luck,
and buckle up.
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Using our comprehensive media systems, you'll have the right hardware and software tools

for every broadcast medium. Management Data places ease of multimedia content production

and management at your fingertips whethe your business is radio, TV or webcasting. Spend

less effort managing your assets and more time on growing your business.

In short, we have what you need to make today's broadcasting s mple, fast and flexib.e.

Keep one step ahead with Management Data Media Systems, 6193 Finchingfield Rd,

Warrenton VA 20187 - Phone: 540.341.8550 - Fax: 540.341.8365 - Web: mdata-us.com

MANAGEMENT DATA
MEDEA SYSTEMS INC
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FOCUSED ON QUALITY
AUDIOARTS AUDIO CONSOLES

OLR Al ISS/ON - Make the BEST. And with thousands r--nJ thousands of put -
radii° console! already out there, we KNOW who you NEi.3. Choose from our
extensive line of analog end digital cons:les; tax?. advantc--4e c: WHEATSTONE'S
experielce Contact your local AUDIOAgTS dealer -or visit cLr website!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

tel 252- 38-7000/fax 252- 635-L857/sales@wheatstone.com

Cird (1C3) on FIINI Info Card os MIMI at asuw.beradio.c=ta
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